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The unique circumstances in the United States during the Second World War allowed for business to
continue as usual on the home front. Advertisers, public relations experts, and big business all worked for
the government to promote the war effort. For a period of time major companies in the United States were
producing advertisements that persuaded citizens to support rationing, buy war bonds, hate the enemy,
and keep their brand names in mind in the post-war years. Companies who supported the war effort had
their brands connected with ideas of patriotism and enjoyed the success of brand loyal consumers in the
economic post-war boom. The advertisers and public relations experts cemented a place for their
professions in the United States by showing their effectiveness to sway the minds of the public to support
the war effort. The advertisements produced during the Second World War acted as a form of wartime
propaganda, selling nationalistic ideology and demonizing the enemy alongside a service or a product.
The advertising campaigns of the Second World War show a period of time where government, public
relations, advertising, and business developed a relationship that changed the way Americans viewed
consumerism. It is my assertion that by analyzing the advertising campaigns from the Second World War
it is possible to trace the rise of consumer culture dominance, the solidification of the fields of public
relations and advertising, and the connection between purchasing brand products and patriotism.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
The Second World War was a turning point for the United States. The conflict would bring many
changes to daily life on the United States home front in ways that are uniquely American. The Second
World War laid the foundations for the Civil Rights Movement, advanced women’s rights by putting
more women in the work force, pulled the United States out of the Great Depression, and gave rise to
consumer-based culture within a nation that was separated from the conflict by miles of ocean. Apart
from Hawaii, citizens of the United States were not experiencing the horrors of war on their doorstep,
which makes the experience of those on the U.S. home front uncommon when compared to other
countries involved across the Atlantic and Pacific. Citizens of the United States rationed supplies and
went to work in wartime industry, which was certainly a sacrifice and a major change to their daily lives.
However, the sacrifice that American civilians made rationing and purchasing war bonds cannot be
compared to the sacrifice of civilians in France who were witnessing death and atrocities of war as a daily
reality. Since the United States was isolated from the ravages of war it was business as usual for
producers in the land of opportunity, even with the burden of wartime rationing. Since producers were
still able to produce and the civilian population was still eager to buy, a unique blending of two powerful
“isms” took place within the United States during the Second World War, nationalism and consumerism.
The purpose of my research is not to chronicle United States advertising during the Second World
War, but rather a look at how the war provided a catalyst for the rise of public relations and advertising
dominance in the business world within the United States. The Second World War gave birth to the War
Advertising Council, formerly and currently known as the Ad Council. Public relations experts, the more
respectable name for propagandists, saw an opportunity to market their profession as an essential
component of democracy and patriotism during and after the war. The advertisements of the Second
World War provide an example of how public relations and advertising professionals were able to use the
war effort to launch their professions to new heights, heights that seemed unimaginable in the years of the
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Great Depression and the New Deal era. Therefore, rather than focusing on propaganda produced by
government agencies during the Second World War as many others have already done, the cynosure of
my research will focus on wartime print advertising that promotes the same messages as the government
propaganda of the time beside a product. Through these war time advertisements, we can see the
messages and methods used by professional manipulators to connect the world of business to the world of
patriotism. In this way, we can view how big business used the war to cement their place in the
framework of American society.
As Arthur A. Berger states in his book, Ads, Fads, & Consumer Culture, “The medium used (in
advertising) has a major impact on the creation of texts. Each medium-print (newspapers and magazines),
radio, or television- has certain strengths and weaknesses. So, although the medium may not be the
message…it has a lot of impact on the message.”1 There is something about images that draws people in.
It is for this reason that fashion, art, design, and other similar professions remain popular and influential
to this day. We like things that look nice and we want things to look nice. This has been obvious in
successful advertising campaigns for the better part of a century. People do not want to see an
unattractive, old, single man parking a piece of junk car in front of a rundown old house when they are
looking at an ad for lawn care, unless they are mocking the person who doesn’t take care of their lawn.
No, a good ad for lawncare would be a happy, attractive nuclear family, driving a nice car, parking in
front of a beautiful house with white picket fence wrapping around the lush, green lawn. This may seem
obvious or even a little silly, but think for a moment what either of these images, the ugly old man or the
attractive family, have to do with lawncare? The short answer is that they have nothing to do with
growing grass, but everything to do with catching your eye with something appealing. Print
advertisements during and after the Second World War generally sell you an idea of you who could be

Arthur A. Berger, Ads, Fads, & Consumer Culture: Advertising’s Impact on American Character &
Society. Fifth Edition (New York, NY: Rowman & Littlefield, 2015), 62.
1
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with the product, not what the product does, which distinguishes the war and postwar era of advertising
from its predecessors.
This emphasis on print advertising is not to discount the effectiveness of mediums like the radio,
film, or television. Radio was an extremely effective tool for reaching a large audience before, during and
after the Second World War. The radio was a major tool of propaganda with shows by the likes of Axis
Sally and the Tokyo Rose. Franklin D. Roosevelt’s fireside chats also had a major influence on United
States civilian moral, with families gathering around the radio from 1933 to 1944 to hear the president
address the nation. Film was another effective medium for spreading propaganda during the war.
Propaganda short films by Looney Toons (Tokio Jokio, Daffy the Commando, and The Ducktators) and
Walt Disney (Education for Death, Commando Duck, and Der Fuehrer’s Face) were very influential in
persuading the masses to buy into the war effort; there is no refuting that. The medium of television was
too limited and too new to have any real wide-scale effect on the war, but it would become the dominant
medium for advertising and PR in the decades following the war. In today’s society we have seen the
computer overtake the television as it pertains to where people get their information from and even more
recently we have seen that smartphones and social media may be the best way to reach people. The point
is that just because a certain medium is outdated and is no longer relevant today does not mean it was not
relevant seventy-five years ago. Print advertisements would have been something that everyone would
have access to see and interact with on a daily basis, regardless of socioeconomic factors. After all, if
propaganda is not seen by the masses it is not propaganda. Even the most eloquent and persuasive
message has little value unless it can be displayed to a large number of viewers.
Many American companies like General Motors, Goodyear, and Sears saw the war as a chance to
enhance their brand name at a time when people could not buy an abundance of goods owing to the war
effort and rationing. The War Advertising Council paid nearly all the cost for companies’ ad campaigns if
the company supported the Allied war effort in their ads. Since propagandists and advertisers are not so
very different, this war-time marriage worked well and was beneficial to both the war effort and the
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companies who supported it. Advertisers wanted the war to be seen not just as a victory for the United
States and freedom, but also a victory for capitalist consumption. Companies that used war-time ads were
marketing more than just their products. They were marketing American ideology and the promise of a
prosperous post-war period. The Second World War effectively pulled the United States out of the Great
Depression and put Americans back to work. Advertisers knew that the post war period would see a boom
in spending, so they invested in America winning the war as well as marketing their brand names as much
as possible during the conflict. As David Shi states in his book The Simple Life, “Prosperity returned with
a flourish after World War II, and the corporate and consumer culture again came to shape the contours of
American domestic life.”2 To this day, brands like Coca-Cola, General Motors, Goodyear, and others that
dominated advertising in the Second World War are still corporate powerhouses.
A great deal of research has been done on propaganda during the Second World War as it pertains
to race, nationalism, gender, etc. However, there is very little published research in the field of wartime
advertising as propaganda. There is also very little published work dealing with advertising products
during wartime that cannot be sold during the war, as was the case with companies like Goodyear and
General Motors. My research will focus specifically on print ads that are both selling a product (or the
idea of a product) and selling the war effort in the same ad. I will analyze how American-ism and
consumerism have been tied together since the rise of consumerism in the United States, and the wartime
ads of the Second World War.
My research contributes to fields of political, economic, and social history of the United States
during the Second World War. My research will focus less on the production of the ads and more on
analyzing the advertisements themselves. This is owing to the fact that effective advertisements or
propaganda are kept simple so that the masses can easily understand the message depicted; therefore, the
ad itself mirrors the intent of its creator. It would be nearly impossible and unnecessary to track down

2

David Shi, The Simple Life: Plain Living and High Thinking in American Culture (Athens, GA: The
University of Georgia Press, 1985),248.
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insider business information about the production or effectiveness of the advertisements produced when
all the information that is pertinent to my research is stated directly in the print ads. My research adds to
the historiographies of propaganda, public relations, big business, and advertising in the Second World
War, a topic that not many historians have explored. There is an abundance of written work on the powers
of persuasion present within propaganda and the effectiveness of ad campaigns, but not many historians
have delved into the subject of advertisements as a means of propaganda during the Second World War.
Furthermore, there has been little attention paid by scholars to symbiotic relationship that state and
business shared during the Second World War.
Why have these areas of history not been studied side by side? The war propagandists and the
advertisers are often similar or even the same people, so why is it that such a small body of work exists on
the connection between the two? Propaganda was used to sell the idea of the war and hatred of the enemy,
wartime advertisements are used to sell the idea of the necessity of conflict, hatred of the enemy, and a
brand name. How did juggernauts like General Motors and Goodyear use these war time ads to establish
themselves during a conflict when people were not spending money? The post-war years saw a major
boom in spending within the United States, and the companies that invested in commingling their brand
name with images of patriotism during the war saw a great deal of growth in the years preceding the
conflict. Was selling the idea of a prosperous postwar America more beneficial to the American
government or to the advertisers and their clientele? I maintain that the unique circumstances that
surrounded the United States in the war allowed the immense success of war time ad campaigns to
transpire. Furthermore, I would argue that the War Advertising Council, now the Ad Council, used the
war as an opportunity to show the United States government the usefulness of public relations and
advertising and its effectiveness to sway to thoughts of the American population. Companies used their
ads as propaganda during the war so that the consumer would begin to see a correlation that did not exist
between brand named products and the democratic, American way of life.
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CHAPTER 2
BACKGROUND: AMERICA BETWEEN WORLD WARS
The First World War had shown the habits of the American public during times of war. The
public, driven by a sense of patriotism, would embrace a simpler way of living and deny themselves
extravagance for the greater good of the nation. As historian Stuart Ewen points out in his definitive work
on PR entitled, PR! A Social History of Spin,
In the aftermath of the First World War, American business leaders were buoyed by a
renewed sense of confidence. As a colossal experiment in mass persuasion, the
Committee of Public Information (CPI) had fostered a belief that public opinion might be
managed, that a social climate, more friendly to business interests could indeed be
achieved. “The war taught us the power of propaganda,” declared Roger Babson, the
influential business analyst, in 1921. “Now when we have anything to sell the American
people, we know how to sell it.”3
The sort of patriotism and feeling of sacrifice that emerge after a national conflict or tragedy
never lasts long and it is not long before the public goes back to their normal selves. Even in my own
lifetime I have experienced the patriotic fervor that is felt after an attack on the United States, like 9/11,
where for a week or two Americans put aside their differences as individuals and came together as a
nation. In times of crisis the United States comes together for the wellbeing of the country, but when the
crisis is over it is back to the usual American way of life with all of the wonderful gluttony and greed that
comes with it. It does not take people long to shake off lofty notions of self-sacrifice and to embrace a
more comfortable and avaricious lifestyle. David Shi wrote of the First World War, “No sooner was the
war over than the mood of patriotic self-sacrifice quickly dissipated” and that “A veritable orgy of
extravagant and reckless spending takes the place of saving, waste replaces conservation.”4

3
4

Stuart Ewen, PR!: A Social History of Spin (New York, NY: Basic Books, 1996), 131.
Shi, The Simple Life, 216.
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Although admen did an incredible job advertising the war alongside their products in the 1940s
this did not mean that they all supported the war effort. Ironically, several businessmen of the time
wanted to avoid at all costs the deadly war that would eventually bring big business in America back to
the spotlight and into times of unseen prosperity. Perhaps this is not overly shocking considering that
most of them had lived through the First World War and all the horrors that came with it. They had called
the First World War the “war to end all wars” and most people across the world likely hoped in vain for
that to be the case. Advertising man and political adviser Bruce Barton was extremely opposed to the idea
of another World War, and actively sought ways to avoid it any cost. It should come as no surprise that
his idea of how to persuade the public not to engage in war was the same tactic used to persuade the
public to fight in the war, a barrage of propaganda. In the 1930s, Barton proposed that the nation spend a
“pittance of their defense budget on promoting peace,” in a work titled “Let’s Advertise this Hell.” Barton
had a number of anti-war ad ideas to dissuade the public that war was a good idea, including ads that had
headlines like “the shooting of an obscure prince in the Balkans,” and ads that discussed how modern war
should be renamed “Slaughter,” with “as much chance for heroism as cattle in the Chicago stockyards.”5
According to Richard Fried, Barton’s “dissolution with the Great War had deepened over time.
He echoed the line that all conflict had given the country was prohibition, influenza, and income tax.”6
Barton, like many other Americans, had no desire to be plunged into another conflict. Barton befriended
and surrounded himself with ant-war activists and they accepted his friendship because Barton had ideas
of how to advertise and mass market their quixotic ideas of peace. If you are attempting to get a message
out to the public there is truly no better companion to have than a professional manipulator. For a man in
public relations, it is slightly unusual that Barton was not a fan of propaganda that demonized the enemy.
This is probably owing to the fact that painting the enemy as a monster helps to grow support for the war
effort and mobilizes the masses to rise up in opposition against them. The idea of slaughtering other

5

Richard Fried, The Man Everybody Knew: Bruce Barton and the Making of Modern America (Chicago,
IL; Ivan R. Dee, 2005), 156-157.
6
Ibid., 182.
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human beings on a large scale is a cold and frightening concept but killing a barbaric monster is heroic, it
is just, and it is the American thing to do. Fried stated that Barton “detested emotional appeals against the
enemy. The year 1939, he feared, was coming to resemble 1914-1915 in the one sidedness of antiGerman propaganda.”7 .
Barton’s fears would soon become a reality, as the propaganda of the Second World War would
indeed seek to foster the same hatred for the “enemy” as the anti-German propaganda of the First World
War. However, he could have never predicted the success that his profession would enjoy during and after
the war. Even the staunchest anti-war activists might feel differently about the concept of peace and war
when presented with more wealth and success. Greed can be much more powerful than notions of peace
and love, and it is far easier to find greed in humanity than the aforementioned. The success of big
business in the United States was not a certainty in the 1930s. As Fried stated, “Challenged in the 1930s
by hostile New Dealers, admen had come to fear for their profession’s survival,” and the “advent of war
unnerved many advertising professionals.”8
Businessman and admen were not the only people in opposition to the then radical policies of the
New Deal. There was a great deal of uncertainty within the United States in the years preceding the
Second World War. Historian William Leuchtenburg, author of Franklin D. Roosevelt and the New Deal:
1932-1940, describes the anxieties of United States citizens while they were stuck between the First
World War and the inevitability of the Second World War. “Fascism had little appeal for most
Americans, but as the shadow of the depression lengthened, as the streets of Vienna and Prague echoed to
the marching boots of fascism triumphant, it was not always possible to overcome the cold fear that
democracy might fail, that fascism might hold the key to the future.”9 The more conservative
businessmen of the time while “in no way accepting the fascist creed, concurred on this one point: that the

7

Ibid., 183.
Ibid., 194.
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William Leuchtenburg, Franklin D. Roosevelt and the New Deal: 1932-1940, ed. Henry Steele
Commager & Richard B. Morris (New York, NY: Harper & Row, Publishers, 1963), 275.
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real peril to the country lay not without but within, not in the augmented power of the Axis but in
Roosevelt’s consular ambitions.”10
In his book, An All-Consuming Century, historian Gary Cross describes how the Great
Depression changed marketing in the United States. “The Depression years were tough times, and mere
advertising or low prices were often not enough to scare up customers. Inevitably, marketing became ever
more creative. The 1930s saw the full flowering of the popular licensed image or name stamped on the
consumer product.”11 Indeed, the Great Depression forced corporate America and admen to rethink the
way they sold their products. As Cross points out, corporate America attempted to find a solution to the
Depression through “consumer engineering.” People were attempting to actively ignore the economic
disparities of the time by denying the “economic crisis, emphasizing instead the promise of endless
betterment through consumer goods offered by major corporations.”12 American consumerism did not
fully bloom in the 1930s, but it definitely produced a bud from which a blooming period could arise in the
coming decade. Even though the urge to consume was still around in the Great Depression, and even
though some consumers continued to purchase frivolities, United States citizens simply did not have the
money they once had to spend on consumer goods. Marketers were forced to find new ways to reach the
consumer, and they would build on those techniques and perfect them during the years of the Second
World War.
To say that the major corporations in the United States knew that the war would bring about a
prosperous post-war boom is inaccurate. The United States government and big business had just
emerged from a time in the New Deal era where government and business were working together, but
nothing like the solidified partnership that emerged during and after the Second World War. Who was to
say that after the war was over that this partnership between the corporations and the United States

10

Ibid., 277.
Gary Cross, An All-Consuming Century: Why Commercialism Won In Modern America (New York, NY:
Columbia University Press, 2000), 79.
12
Ibid., 82.
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government would fade away? As historian Roland Marchand points out, the approach of war in the late
1930s and early 1940s did not seem to be a favorable omen for business executives of the time and many
feared the worst-case scenario as war threatened to envelop the United States. “They suspected that unless
the nation was actually called upon to defend itself, they might not receive appropriate credit for their
contributions to preparedness. Moreover, if the war should not come or should it be very brief, those
companies that best maintained their domestic production, and the attendant sales, service and dealer
networks would enjoy an immediate advantage in the ensuing peacetime economy.”13 Although those
brands which did support the war effort would forever have the success of their business tied into the
belief of the success of democracy, there was no way for a brand to know that was the case in 1939.
It is odd to think that when the United States was plunged into the Second World War that lives
for American consumers would get better, but that is exactly what transpired. For the first time since the
Great Depression, American citizens were making money, saving their money, and were optimistic about
life in the post-war era. During the Second World War, like no time before in American history, the
American public was being persuaded that capitalistic consumption was the legs that democracy stood
upon. The citizens in the 1940s could not spend their money yet, but they believed that a modern,
prosperous post-war period was right around the corner. When one thinks about it, it makes a great deal of
sense that they would be optimistic. Even though United States involvement in the First World War was
brief, the American public had enjoyed the economic success in post-war years of the 1920s despite a
significant postwar recession in 1921. As historian Daniel Horowitz points out, “In the 1920s, millions of
American believed that they lived in an era of long-standing prosperity. In the 1930s, they assumed they
were in the midst of a long-term is not permanent economic depression. Looking ahead, few if any
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observers foresaw the dimensions of the nation’s development as a consumer society over the next few
decades.”14
Horowitz may have stated that “few if any” saw the nation developing into more of a consumer
society in the years after the Second World War; few is accurate, any is not. Budget experts during the
First World War had seen the war as an opportunity for permanent change in consumption, while
professionals in the Second World War viewed the restraint of consumption as a something that was
temporary. Experts also realized that with war came longer working days and the creation of new jobs
would “increase household income.” Therefore, United States citizens would have more money for
purchasing even during times when most products were not available. Horowitz also points out the “ironic
effects” of food rationing during the Second World War in that lower income Americans actually bought
food that was more expensive. “Despite shortages, the American diet had improved significantly as
millions of families increased their intake of meat, eggs, and fresh foods.”15
Major corporations certainly would not have wanted to attack the credibility or become entangled
in a dispute with the American government that put people back to work after the Great Depression and
that sat on the brink of war. That would have been bad for their image. Instead, it was not long before
those in the advertising profession made a move to solidify the field of advertising in the wartime and
postwar era by working with the government. This wartime partnership was something that seemed
mutually beneficial to all parties involved; the government got the support of the professional
manipulators to help boost morale and bring about a cohesion of patriotic ideas and the professional
manipulators were finally accepted as an integral part of maintaining and organizing a democratic society.

14
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CHAPTER 3
A BRIEF STATEMENT ON ANALYZING ADS: DECODING THE OBVIOUS

We, as individuals, like to think that we are incapable of being persuaded to think a certain way.
However, if ad and propaganda campaigns did not significantly affect how people viewed things, why
would large companies and powerful countries spend millions of dollars on them? Media and
communications scholar, Arthur Asa Berger, asked the question:
How do advertisers get us to salute? How do they manipulate us? How do they
manufacture desire in us? How do they (when they do, that is) shape our desire and
engineer our consent? One way is by wearing us down under a constant barrage of
advertisements and commercials. The main way we resist-not on purpose, of course- is be
decoding these advertisements and commercials aberrantly, that is, by not interpreting the
advertisement the way the copyrighters and artists who created them expect us to or want
us to.16
In the United States, we have been bombarded with advertising since birth. The urge to consume
is as American as apple pie or the Super Bowl. At some point, Americans lost the ability to distinguish
between a want and a need. If you have ever lived or stepped foot into an “average” old home built a
hundred some odd years ago then you have noticed one defining characteristic: they do not have many
closets, sometimes none at all. This is because average people didn’t fill their homes with useless or
superfluous products because they didn’t see the need to do so. We are told by advertisers that we need
their products to be happy but do their products really improve our quality of life? We are persuaded to
purchase things we don’t need and purchase larger homes and storage units to house the useless things.
By analyzing the ads, or “decoding” them, can we truly understand the intent of advertisers, and by
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distinguishing the intent of the advertiser, we can we more actively resist the powers of persuasion.
Knowledge truly is power.
Ernest Dichter, a Jewish intellectual who fled Vienna before the Second World War, applied the
psychoanalytical approach to the consumer research. Jewish intellectuals were able to find their academic
voice in the late nineteenth/early twentieth century. As Historian Lawrence Samuel points out in his book,
Freud on Madison Avenue, “Jewish intellectuals in particular were able to find their voice, forging a
holistic approach to social sciences.” He goes on to say describe how Peter Scheer argued that,
“psychoanalysis in particular was a distinctly Jewish phenomenon, that with the acceptance of Jews by
universities in the late nineteenth century and early twentieth century their knowledge could ‘finally be
phrased in academic language.’” However, as Samuel points out “In part because of the Jewish
connection, psychoanalysis was a field that, despite its Viennese roots, was “despised” at the university
(in fact, all universities).”17
Dichter, following the advice of a Nazi professor, made his way out of Austria and made his way
first to Paris and them to the United States. In Paris, “Dichter sold fake labels from expensive clothes, to
be sewn into cheaper garments to make them appear to be the real thing. Although it was a shady
business, Dichter could not have received a better education in how the perceived value of products was
more important than its quality.”18 Why is this significant to analyzing advertisements? For starters,
Dichter “the father of motivational research”, revolutionized marketing in the United States. Many of the
ideas he created for advertisements are still used today and are themes that we are all familiar with. Two
of his most noticeable contributions are that “sex sells” and that mothers will purchase things for their
children that they know the child doesn’t need it simply because they do not want to seem like bad
mothers.
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Dichter had been asked to help Chrysler and its ad agency to figure out how to market the
Plymouth models, and he came up with the idea that an automobile was perceived by American men as
either a kind of wife or kind of mistress. Dichter also told Chrysler to put sexual double entendre in its
advertising (“It fits me like a glove” and “You just slip it in” were two lines he suggested), certainly not
something the car company had heard before. Based on his research, Chrysler decided to run ads in
women’s magazines, the first time in automobile history such a thing was done.19
Dichter also thought up the idea in advertising, which seems rather obvious to us now, that
mothers do not like being considered bad parents. Taking this into consideration Dichter told his
supermarket clients “to place candy at the cash register to make it more of an impulse item rather than
regular food, just one of many ideas he had regarding how grocery store layouts should be changed.”20 If
a child is begging a parent for something in front of a cashier, it gives the appearance that the parent
might be cheap, or they aren’t financially stable. No one wants to be considered a bad parent, and
advertising to children to get to their parents’ paycheck is unfortunately a reality of our consumer society.
Dichter changed the way the consumer looked at a product and changed the way that businesses
advertised their products. The sexualization of goods and playing on the anxieties of parents are just two
of several major break throughs in advertising products that Dichter contributed. By telling the story of
Dichter, it becomes obvious that we cannot take advertisements at their word. We must look past what we
are being told to think and decode the ad to make a judgment for ourselves. We all know that a car is in
no way at all like a woman and we know that a mother not purchasing candy for her child is the sign of a
good parent and not a bad one. If we take ads at their word, we would be led to believe that both of these
fallacies are true.
Arthur Asa Berger’s method of analysis for print advertisements include semiotic analysis,
psychoanalytic theory, sociological analysis, historical analysis, political analysis, and myth/ritual
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analysis.21 While all of these steps might be necessary to attempt to ascertain every message of an ad, it
unfortunately takes a great deal of time to analyze an ad in this way. Indeed, Berger shows this by
analyzing a relatively simple Fidji perfume ad in the six different ways mentioned above. Berger did a
great job of summarizing the material and it still took him thirteen pages to analyze one ad. Obviously the
subject of this paper restricts my ability to analyze ads in as much detail as Berger has, but I will borrow
from his ideas while analyzing the ads in this paper. Berger also notes that ads could be analyzed in
multiple other ways, as it is really all up for interpretation.
Critics and analysts with different areas of knowledge and expertise could find numerous other
things to talk about in this advertisement-and in most advertisements and commercials. They are often
rich in symbolism and interesting material for those who have the keys—that is, the theories and the
conceptual framework—to unlock their meaning. Advertisements and commercials are richer in meaning
than we might think, and it takes a good deal of work to understand how they communicate ideas and
meanings and, to the extent that they are successful, shape our behavior.22
It is also worth noting that the advertisements of the Second World War are fairly straight
forward and do not require the same type of in-depth approach to ascertain its purpose or true meaning.
The purpose of the majority of ads in the Second World War is quite obviously to encourage the purchase
of war bonds and to keep brand names in the minds of the consumer during times of rationing. What is
truly fascinating is not the message of the ads of the Second World War, but how the advertisers went
about conveying that message. An advertisement for tires in 1943 could be a simple statement by the tire
company that says, “Buy War Bonds!” with a picture of a tire and the tire company’s name. However,
that same tire company might release another ad promoting the purchasing of war bonds alongside their
company name, but instead of a tire, show the picture of a small child and instead of “Buy War Bonds”
add in “Keep Her Safe-Buy War Bonds!” The message of both of the ads is the same, but the method of
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getting that message out is different and makes the viewer of the ad experience a completely different
emotion.
I will be dividing the wartime ads that I analyze in this paper into a few different categories.
These categories will not be chronological or based on one particular company but based on the theme of
the wartime ads themselves. There a few main themes that arise when researching wartime
advertisements, which show up over and over again. Some ads are meant to sell war bonds, some to link a
product to the war effort, and even some other to market a product that was not even available to purchase
during the war. It is essential while analyzing these ads to keep in mind who the admen are targeting with
the ad. If you are selling a book, would you market it in the same way that you would sell a candy bar?
Knowing which socioeconomic group an adman is pandering to makes it easier to analyze the ad and its
overall message. As Berger puts it “All advertising is directed toward a target audience-the people who
are the most likely purchaser of the product of service being advertised. Copyrighters and artists work
hard to create advertisements and commercials that will interest and appeal to members of their target
audience.”23 There are ads of all flavors: patriotic ads, sexist ads, racist ads, and ads that promised a
prosperous postwar period. The styles of the ads are quite diverse, but generally they all share the same
theme: our brand supports the war effort. Advertising fits perfectly into the mold of modern warfare.
After all, advertisers consistently view their job as both a battle to persuade the public to by a battle
against their business competition to produce and sell. Therefore, as historian Susan Strasser asserts, it is
fitting that “Advertising men used language that described market completion as war and the market as a
battlefield.”24 Advertising men saw the Second World War as more than a battle against authoritative
governments abroad, but as a battle for free enterprise in opposition to more government control over
business. It could even be argued that the cultural solidification and dominance of advertising and public
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relations in the United States are among the most lasting and important changes that the Second World
War brought about within this country.
The advertisements I have selected to analyze in this paper are just a small portion of
advertisements that I have waded through over the process of the past year. Life magazine has been
digitized and made available on Google Books, which provides access to an enormous number of ads
from 1942 to 1945. The Duke University Libraries Digital Collection also contains a large number of ads
collected from different mediums and publications during the Second World War that was extremely
helpful. I have flash drives crammed full of every relevant advertisement available from the Second
World War, so much so that I would say only about two or three percent of them will actually appear in
this paper.
I chose the advertisements in this paper based on a few certain themes and eliminated the
advertisements that did not apply. The first theme I focused on were ads that encouraged the war effort or
encouraged the purchasing of war bonds or rationing. This eliminated a small number of ads because not
every brand went along with sponsoring the war effort in their advertisements. Another theme I looked
for were advertisements that connected their brand to patriotism by displaying servicemen and women in
their ads, even if the ad did not encourage the purchasing of war bonds or rationing. This kind of ad
represents a small percentage of ads but nonetheless connects a brand with the war effort, most often by
displaying the servicemen and women as the ideal citizen. The final theme were advertisements that
demonized the enemy and promoted unity in the same way as the propaganda created by government
institutions during the war. These ads often also encourage the purchasing of war bonds but do so by
showing the enemy as racially inferior and Americans as superior. This distinguishes that kind of ad from
other more general ads that just connect their brand name with the purchasing of war bonds.
I will be analyzing the ads in the same way that an art enthusiast might analyze a painting. Maybe
what the image says to me is different than what it says to someone else, but such is the nature of art, and
print advertising at its core is art. Pop art is built upon the very belief that advertisements are in fact a
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form of art. Pop artists, like Andy Warhol, made names for themselves placing familiar images from
consumer culture into their artwork. The Campbell’s Soup Cans done by Warhol remain a classic of pop
art to this day and it is nothing more than an image of Campbell’s soup that anyone could see in any
supermarket across the United States. The professional manipulators who chose label colors, picked a
persuasive phrase, and created images to elicit emotions during the Second World War are producing the
same kind of art the Warhol would become famous for in the 1960s.
Another reason that analyzing advertisements as a work of art is pertinent is because the creators
of ad campaigns rarely release information about the purpose or intent of the ad. There are a few like
Dichter, Bernays, and Barton who have chronicled their work in the field of advertising and consumer
manipulation, but that is only a small percentage of those who work in the field. It is necessary to analyze
ads in the same way that one would analyze art simply because the only information we can gather from
most ads is the emotions that they give us upon viewing them. The creator of the ad, if the ad is effective,
intended for the viewers of the ad to feel that emotion, therefore the adman’s purpose becomes clear only
through analysis of the ad.
At the end of every chapter I will analyze a group of advertisements that follow a specific
advertising theme. I have seen several methods of putting illustrations into text and, to me, none of them
suited this paper. I could have placed the ads at the very end of the paper, but the reader would have to
read about the effectiveness of advertising without actually seeing the ad for another fifty or so pages.
Therefore, I opted to go with the method of grouping the advertisements at the end of every section based
on themes, which I think works best for this kind of paper. I could have also analyzed an ad every second
page, but that would be a bit problematic as it would split up thoughts. This is the style that can be seen in
John Bush Jones’s book, All-Out For Victory: Magazine Advertising And The World War II Homefront,25
which I did not think worked very well. Also, because of how similar Mr. Jones’s work and my own work
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are, I have painstakingly made sure that I avoided using the same ads as he did to avoid analyzing them in
similar fashion. This forced me to omit a few ads I wanted to use but spared me the anxiety using an
analysis of an ad that wasn’t completely my own.
The first group of ads I will analyze are for alcohol and tobacco products. I selected these ads
because of all other products, the ads for alcohol and tobacco are the most diverse. I felt that analyzing
these ads together, instead of thematically like the rest of the ads, was essential for showing the diversity
of these kind of ads. It seems that each alcohol and tobacco company in the United States had its own idea
about how best to use the war effort to advance their brand. Some focused far more on their product than
the war effort in their ads, some supported the war effort much more than any product in their ads. Some
even created ads that asked you not to buy their product because of war rationing, while others exclaimed
that war rationing would not impact the quality of their product. It is also a little bit of fun to examine ads
from the 1940s that discuss the benefits of smoking, or the fine quality and taste of bottom shelf bourbon.
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CHAPTER 4
BAD FOR YOU BUT GOOD FOR AMERICA: WHSIKEY AND TOBACCO
ADVERTISEMENTS
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Figure 1.1
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Some of the more clever ads produced during the Second World War were ones that encouraged
people to buy bonds instead of their product, but of the course the intent of an advertisement is to sell a
product. The 1944 ad entitled “4 Things You Should Buy (Before You buy Four Roses)” by Four Rose
whiskey is a perfect example of this kind of advertisement. The ad is very straight-forward: the four
things you should do before buying their particular brand of whiskey is to buy four war bonds instead.
However, this is not the message of the ad. Of course, Four Roses does not want people not to purchase
their product in exchange for something else. Instead Four Roses is connecting their brand with patriotism
and support of the war effort.
Four Roses was banking on the United States emerging victorious from the Second World War,
and when they did they were hoping that the consumer would remember which brands backed the war
effort. If Four Roses thought this advertisement would encourage people to support the war effort while
not supporting their product by purchasing it, they certainly would not have spent money on the creation
and distribution of the ad in the first place. This is also represented by Four Roses giving the prices of
their product at the bottom of the ad, which would not be necessary information unless they assumed you
would be buying their whiskey. However, the last line of the ad says, “Be a good American—support the
Fifth War Loan!” The more fitting line for this ad would be, “Be a good American—Support the Fifth
War Loan AND Four Roses!”26
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“You want STEADY NERVES to launch a ‘tin fish’ or make one!” is the opening line of a Camel
ad that appeared in Life magazine in 1942. Not every ad during the Second World War persuaded
Americans to purchase more war bonds, to ration, or to hate the enemy. Some brands, like Camel,
marketed their product in a way that made it seem beneficial to the war effort. “If Camels are not your
present brand, try them. Not because they’re the favorite of those in the service or at home—but for the
sake of your own smoking enjoyment, try Camels.” Not only does Camel suggest that it is patriotic to
consume their product by saying that it is the favorite cigarette of those in the service and working in the
war industries at home, they also imply that smoking Camels will help to steady your nerves in the hectic
reality of combat and war manufacturing.
The happy sailor and “gyroscope girl” are both receiving “STEADY PLEASURE” from their
Camel cigarettes, and indeed they should since Camels are thee favorite cigarette of those in the “Navyin the Army—in the Marine Corp—in the Coast Guard.” The steady nerves are for working in wartime
industry and that makes senses, but steady pleasure? No wonder the sailor and the “gyroscope girl” are
sporting such big smiles. In a time where Americans were obviously uncertain and anxious about the
future, Camel stepped in to provide a “cure” for their nervousness. In this way, it was not just patriotic to
consume their product, but it was also an essential part of the war effort itself. Camel was saving
Americans from their anxieties, one carcinogenic puff at a time.27
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This ad from Lucky Strike that appeared in Life magazine in 1944 straight forward and to the
point as opposed to the previous ad by Camel. “Man, that’s fine tobacco’…that’s LUCKY STRIKE
tobacco! Yes, LUCKY STRIKE means fine tobacco” lets you know all you need to know about the
purpose of this advertisement. There is also a lot going on with underlining key phrases, making certain
words bigger, and changing the color of the first letters of “Lucky” and “Strike” to help bring attention to
it. All of these are rather commonplace in the advertisements of the Second World War. The image above
the text is far more telling. Here we have a rustic scene where the farmer is holding up a “fine” tobacco
leaf while another older gentleman is driving a mule and wagon, I would assume filled with more
tobacco.
Lucky Strike is taking the advertising route of brands that sell their product as nostalgic, “old
fashioned,” or from a simpler time. The war brought about many modern changes, but it is not going to
change that good old timey flavor of Lucky Strike! But wait, what is that tiny image within the image in
the top left-hand corner of the ad? If you can make it out, it is a statement to the viewer to, “Defend the
Constitution” buy purchasing more war bonds! If the purpose of the ad is to sell war bonds, why would
Lucky Strike make it the least eye-catching feature of the ad? The illustration is large and in color. The
text below it has different font sizes, underlined terms, and different colors in the text. However, the war
bonds message is very small and black and white. Lucky Strike is supporting the purchase of war bonds,
but it is clear from the ad that their main concern is promoting their brand. If the viewer did not
thoroughly analyze this ad they might miss that this ad encouraged the purchase of war bonds
altogether.28
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A 1944 White Owl cigar ad opens with “Does your conscience give you any choice?” Above the
opening line is a picture of a soldier being laid to rest “somewhere in the South Pacific.” What is the
intent of this ad? To elicit an emotional response and to shame people into purchasing more war bonds.
The ad is basically implying that if you do not support the Fifth War Loan then you are partially
responsible for the soldier’s death. If you were not, why would you have a guilty conscious? It is
understandable that countries need money to finance wars, but to use snapshots of a soldier’s funeral to
gain support for a cause is a rather heinous act.
Unlike Lucky Strike or Camel, this ad by White Owl has nothing to do with their product and
everything to do with sponsoring the war effort. Nothing about this ad helps to sell White Owl cigars,
except for the fact that White Owl is keeping their brand name on the consumer’s mind and connecting
their brand with patriotism. The ad encourages the viewer to purchase, “twice as many Bonds as we
bought during the Fourth War Loan. Whether we reach the goal or not is up to us…and our conscience.”
This ad is saying, “How can you live with yourself?” to anyone who doesn’t fully support the Fifth War
Loan. Guilt can be a powerful emotion, long used as advertising strategy, and that is what this White Owl
ad used to convince people to continue to financially back the war effort.29
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Even “In a world of change,” Old Grand-Dad Kentucky Straight Bourbon Whiskey remains the
same. That is the theme of the ad produced by the makers of Old Grand-Dad and other semi drinkable
whiskeys like Old Taylor, Old Crow, Mount Vernon, and Old Overholt. According to this ad, the
consumer doesn’t mind, “cuffless trousers or ‘tailless’ shirts or cutting down on sugar or Sunday
driving…no, sir, not if it helps win the war! And if the makers of your pet products have to make a few
war-time changes, you’ll play ball, just as every other red-blooded American will for freedom’s sake!”
The American citizen was being asked to make many sacrifices during the war, but they could still enjoy
the gut rot sensation that one gets after a few glasses of Old Grand-Dad. Anyone who has ever tasted this
particular brand of libation will be left thinking, “I wish the war had changed at least the taste of Old
Grand-Dad.”
To be a bonded whiskey, as Old Grand-Dad is so proud of in this ad, it has to be aged in bottle for
at least four years. This ad was produced in 1942, so whiskey reserves would have still been going strong
at this time. Ads like this are no longer seen in 1945, when the amount of available whiskey began to dry
up. At that point liquor ads began to sell the idea of the happy post-war society of tomorrow as opposed to
how the war would not impact the production of their product. This kind of ad is an example of the
“business as usual” approach to United States advertising during the Second World War, mostly because
no major combat took place within the continental United States.30
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CHAPTER 5
THE PHILOSOPHY OF SPIN: WHAT IS PROPAGANDA?
Finding a true definition for propaganda has proven to be a more laborious task than I anticipated.
It seems like everyone’s definition of what is or isn’t propaganda depends largely on their personal
outlook on the world, politics, and business. The conservative and the liberal are often at odds with one
another, smearing the rhetoric of those on the other side of the political aisle as propaganda or “fake
news.” So, is propaganda simply a term that we apply to information we do not agree with? For some,
that certainly has been and continues to be to the case. In this way, the label of “propagandist” has been
diluted into something different, a sort of dirty word that we call our enemies. It has become something
broader and more general that can apply to almost anyone who has views to the contrary of others. The
ambiguity of propaganda has made it mean almost nothing at all, much the same way that elementary
school teachers have destroyed the term “special” by telling every child that they are special. It makes the
word special change from a way to describe someone or something extraordinary into something common
place that everyone is inherently. It is the same with propaganda. If everything around us is referred to as
propaganda then propaganda becomes nothing, just another burger commercial or stop smoking
campaign.
As far as a definitive definition of what is propaganda, I do not think it would be wise or pertinent
to attempt to give every definition of the term. Jacques Ellul’s Propaganda: The Formation of Men’s
Attitudes, remains the definitive work on what is and what is not propaganda and it is a dense read of over
three hundred pages. Ellul is emphatic that propaganda cannot be defined, but he gave an adequate basic
definition when he wrote that “Propaganda is a set of methods employed by an organized group that
wants to bring the active or passive participation in its actions of a mass of individuals, psychologically
unified through psychological manipulation and incorporated in an organization.”31 Although I agree with
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Ellul that propaganda is too ambiguous to have a definitive definition, his broad definition is the best of
its kind. Ellul looks at propaganda from a philosophical, almost theological perspective that will leave
you with far more questions than answers. I agree with his ideas about experiments and statistics on
propaganda being flawed and that attempting to create a simple definition for propaganda will always be
partially incorrect and a waste of time. He argued that to study propaganda we must, “turn not to the
psychologist, but to the propagandist; we must examine not a test group but a whole nation subjected to
real and effective propaganda.”32 Propaganda is too large in scope to adequately define or reproduce with
experiments in the same way that all of the oceans of the world are too vast and deep for us to explore or
understand. Ellul’s work is not an “Encyclopedia of Propaganda” but a work that seeks to “bring
contemporary man a step closer to an awareness of propaganda-the very phenomenon that conditions and
regulates him.”33
Edward Bernays, professional propagandist and “father” of the public relations industry, said it
best when he proclaimed, “the only difference between ‘propaganda’ and ‘education,’ really, is in the
point of view. The advocacy of what we believe in is education. The advocacy of what we don’t believe
in is propaganda.” Bernays explains that while education is considered “valuable, commendable,
enlightening, and instructive,” propaganda is seen as “insidious, dishonest, underhand, and misleading.”34
The dynamic between propaganda and education is a tricky one. The advertisements from the Second
World War did not show the realities of the war and did not seek to educate the masses about the war
effort or about efficacy of the product. Instead the advertisements sold an additional idea along with a
brand name, the idea of a world made safe for democratic consumption of said brand name and the
American way of life. They did not depict the mangled bodies, the piles of the dead, the rivers of blood or
the homes that were irreparably broken forever. For this reason alone, one can see that the purpose of the
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advertisements used as wartime propaganda during the Second World War were not to educate but to spin
a bad situation for the world into a favorable situation for American business.
As Bernays points out, there is an unsettling connection between education and propaganda.
Education should, at least in theory, be without any form of spin. Education should ideally focus on
nothing but facts with a great deal of focus on avoiding bias or implementing an agenda foreign to the
subject. I say this is what education should be, but as we know often that is not the case. The fact that a
majority of professors in a college are either conservative or liberal should not have an impact on the
information presented in a lecture, but it happens almost on a consistent basis across all fields of study. In
a Biology class, a more liberal professor might exaggerate the effects of climate change while a more
conservative professor might underplay the effects of climate change. Technically neither are telling an
untruth, but both are spinning the information in a way that correlates with their political beliefs. This
happens daily all around the world. Nevertheless, simply spinning the truth does not define something as
propaganda. Generally speaking, propaganda ceases to be propaganda if it does not reach the masses,
persuade them of an agenda, is not based on some stereotype or partial truth and does not seek to unite the
people under one banner or against a common enemy. A professor presenting his or her political beliefs as
concrete facts is certainly problematic but is very small in scale. Now if all professors were mandated to
teach a certain political ideology in their classrooms across the nation, then we are starting to fall under
the category of propaganda. It is for this reason that standing for the pledge of allegiance and praying in
schools have been met with a fair amount of resistance across the United States over the last few decades.
In an ideal world it is not the place of public education to practice political and religious indoctrination on
children to influence them to follow a certain method of thought.
The sane individual does not seek out war. The average person does not wish to see death and
devastation on such a large scale. Nonetheless, the herd, which is made up of individuals, can be
persuaded that war is necessary by means of persuasion. Of the human emotions, I would cynically say
that hate is perhaps the most influential in sparking action. Those who engineer consent are well aware of
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this and have used it to their benefit in countless propaganda campaigns. Leading political scientists of
the twentieth century like Harold D. Lasswell had a firm understanding of exactly what propaganda was
in the century of World Wars. Laswell stated that, “There must be no ambiguity about whom the public is
to hate” and “If the propagandist is to mobilize the hate of the people, he must see to it that everything is
circulated which established the sole responsibility of the enemy.”35 The people can quickly turn against
their leadership in times of conflict, especially if the war is exacting a toll on the general public. It is
essential that the blame for their hardships not be placed on their own leaders but placed on their enemies
in combat. This theme is played out again and again in war time and political propaganda and is akin to
the child who proclaims that everything wrong that happens is the fault of someone else.
Every individual craves to be a part of a community. There is a reason why long-term solitary
confinement is one of the worst punishments for a prisoner or why small children are punished for their
shenanigans with a “timeout.” We are social creatures that need to interact and exchange our thoughts
with others to have a fulfilling existence. We crave to hear others and to be heard, we crave to see and be
seen, we crave to fit in and we crave to be a part of a community. It is for that reason propaganda can be
so easily spread to the masses, because the individual is both the target and messenger of the message.
Propaganda works in half-truths and stereotypes. It cannot be based on something completely false or no
one would believe it, at which point it would cease to be propaganda. Propaganda is spread by those
within the community, but the message of the propaganda is usually about community and belonging. It is
for this reason that propaganda is such a phenomenon. Its success is based on the public’s reaction, but
the purpose of the propagandist is to influence that very action. Propaganda sells the idea of community
amongst a certain group, something that all people inherently want. It sells community to those who seek
community, which is as easy as shooting fish in a barrel. The reality is that the community people are
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being sold tells them to throw away their identity to fit the collective identity, which doesn’t sound as
happy and nice as community and belonging in a group.
Thomas Kuhne, author of Belonging and Genocide: Hitler’s Community, 1918-1945, insightfully
summarizes big ideas about crowd psychology and why and how we seek comradeship even if it is based
in something evil or immoral. He states that no community can exist “without the other: those who do not
belong, who really or supposedly threaten the community either physically or just by looking different,
pursuing different ways of life, by harboring different experiences and visions- thus by challenging the
identity of those who belong.”36 Community is built on the “they” versus the “we.” In the United States
during the Second World War it was those who rationed versus those who were wasteful, those who were
a part of the beautiful postwar consumer society versus those who did not support the war effort against
the Axis Powers. In Germany it was unifying the “Aryan race” by excluding the Jews from society. Well
before the horrors of the Holocaust, Germany was fabricating a “widespread sense of national belonging
by excluding the Jews” by boycotting Jewish businesses, synagogues, homes, “Aryanizing businesses,
and, long before the holocaust started, forcing Jews to emigrate after stripping them of most of their
possessions.”37
The systematic pushing out of those of Jewish ancestry from the German speaking territories
before the Holocaust had a significant impact on the United States. The kind of propaganda used was
different, but the sense of belonging and giving the people a common enemy was present in both United
States and German propaganda. More noteworthy is the mass immigration of those of Jewish ancestry to
the United States in the years before the Second World War. Albert Einstein left Germany is 1933, not
even a year after Adolf Hitler was appointed as chancellor. Albert Einstein’s groundbreaking work in
physics led to the creation of the atomic bomb that would solidify the United States as a world power
during and after the Second World War. Ernest Dichter left Vienna for the United States in 1938 after he
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has arrested, questioned, and came to the realization that his rights and ability to make a living were being
stripped away because of his Jewish ancestry. His work on the psychology of advertising revolutionized
American business and public relations during and after the Second World War. The success of the
postwar society in the United States can almost be said to be directly tied to the intense racism and
discrimination of the Nazi Regime that forced the Jewish intellectual class to flee Europe. In this way, the
Nazi government inadvertently helped to strengthen their enemies and the lame themselves with the
shortcomings of their own propaganda and ideology.
Propaganda is not always effective; it depends largely on the what is going on in the nation. In the
United States, propaganda was more effective because the average American in the 1940s would have no
way of knowing about the war apart from what they were being told through propaganda campaigns. The
war was happening in Europe and in the Pacific, not in the backyards of United States citizens. If your
home is destroyed by bombs and the opposing forces are marching through the streets, it might be a little
more difficult to believe the propaganda that tells you that all is well. Propaganda is based in half-truths,
but when faced with the true reality of a situation, all propaganda cannot maintain its narrative and breaks
down. When a military is defeated while propaganda campaigns have been assuring the people that the
military cannot be beaten, the myth of the propaganda falls apart and people come to the realization that
they have been duped and they become understandably upset about it. To put things in a more
lighthearted way and in terms of American consumer culture, I would compare it to purchasing a burger
from a fast-food place after seeing it advertised on a commercial. The burger in the ad looks like the
perfect burger with a steamy patty of meat covered in melty cheese and loaded down with the perfect
proportions of fresh toppings. You say to yourself, “I have to go and get one of those glorious burgers.”
You arrive at the fast-food joint, place your order, and receive your food. As you unwrap the burger
wrapper you are suddenly filled with disappointment. This burger is nothing like the one in the ad! Rather
than a big, juicy burger you have a flat, greasy blob with ketchup and brown lettuce falling out of the side
of the bun. You feel as if you have been intentionally misled, and indeed you have. What you were sold
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was the promotion of an image, not reality, and now you are left with a situation and emotions you did
not want and were not prepared for.
Nazi propaganda broke down in 1945 much like my laughably oversimplified example of the
burger ads. When the general propaganda ceased to be effective in areas impacted by war, Goebbels and
his propagandists started pumping out more and more atrocity propaganda and Jewish conspiracy
propaganda when the heroic exploits of the unbeatable German army could no longer be sold to the
public. While the Nazis were murdering Jews with vile efficiency, they were charging the Allied powers
with being mercenaries of the international Jewry that conspired to take over the world.38 This kind of
mythos of propaganda occurs over and over. It is not about spreading truth, it is about spreading a
narrative to those with no power that justifies the actions of those in power. When even the global Jew
conspiracy or accounts of Germans being butchered by the evil Allies did not persuade the people to
continue to support the war effort, Hitler and the Nazis turned to terror tactics to keep people under
control. In the areas of Nazi occupied territory that were threatened by the Allies, Hitler set up military
courts to punish those that faltered from the Nazi ideology. “The jurisdiction of these courts was almost
unlimited. Cowardice and defeatism were punishable by death. Throughout the Reich the bodies of
victims of court martial dangled from trees and lampposts as warnings to the rest of the population.”39
It is in such examples that many only apply the term propaganda as information produced by
groups like the Nazis or the Soviets in times of war. The problem with this kind of thinking is that it
implies that propaganda as a social phenomenon can only exist during tumultuous times of conflict. We
know that this notion cannot be true, because we are inundated with political and social propaganda on an
almost constant basis, even during times when there is no major conflict. Although propaganda cannot be
defined in a few words, we can distinguish the qualities of propaganda and see how those qualities have
been applied to different professions with similarly successful results. Harold Lasswell, a leading political
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scientist of his age, still remains an authority on propaganda studies almost forty years after his death. His
ideas on the “satanism” of the enemy are truly telling, especially when thought about in the realm of
politics and war. According to Lasswell, propaganda aims to convince the citizen that, “The enemy is
inherently perfidious. The enemy conducts a lying propaganda. The enemy is not only insolent. He is
sordid. The enemy is quarrelsome, crude, and destructive” and “The enemy is atrociously cruel and
degenerate in his conduct of war.”40 If we replace the “enemy” with a political party or political
leadership, we can quickly see how the propaganda spilled over into other facets of our lives.
It goes back to the same arguments Kuhne has presented about community and belonging. It is
the “us” against “them” mentality that makes the phenomenon of propaganda possible. We like to be right
and we like to think that the way we see the world is the way that everyone should see the world. It is in
our nature to do these things. If we are convinced that those against us are evil and that their ideas are
nefarious then there is no need to listen to their ideas or interact with them. The ideas of light against dark
are as old as humanity itself. Was it not the cunning and deceiving serpent that promoted as good what
God had forbidden and seduced the innocent first couple to sin against God in the paradise of Eden? The
narrative of the good guy versus the bad buy is reinforced repeatedly and spans through most forms of
literature and cinema. Both literature and cinema borrowed this concept from the oldest stories ever
written, the various religions of the world.
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CHAPTER 6
RACISM AND PATRIOTISM: ADVERTISEMENTS AS PROPAGANDA
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Figure 2.1
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“Of course, you’ve never pictured your wife in the hands of Axis soldiers,” is the first line of a
wartime advertisement produced by Stewart-Warner Corporation in 1943. The wife is covering her
breasts in her nightgown while opening to door to find a smiling Japanese soldier while her small
daughter is clutching at her hip. The Japanese soldier is menacingly smiling at the door and holding a
flashlight, which means he is breaking in during the night. This makes the scene altogether very sinister
and, although rape is never described or stated in this ad, it is certainly implied by the visual image and
the description in the text. The advertisement is to gather support for purchasing war bonds, but the way it
is doing so is through fear of the enemy and implied rape of American children and women. As stated in
the title of the advertisement, there is only one thing that can stop this horrible scenario of rape and that is
to buy war bonds and support the war.
To put this into perspective, this could have very easily (and logically) been an ad depicting
hardworking Stewart-Warner employees contributing to the war effort, but it is not. The next to last line
of the advertisement is also quite telling. “This message is published solely in the interest of national
understanding and unity in the war effort.” The purpose of this advertisement is to unite the people and to
“educate” the public about the perfidious enemy so that they might “keep the filthy hands of Axis brutes
off your wife or daughter.” This advertisement says nothing about the products that are available for the
consumer, but instead threatens the rape of the American men’s wives and daughters by Japanese soldiers
should they not use their money to support the war effort.41
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Figure 2.2
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Philco Corporation and political cartoonist S.J. Ray produced a series of advertisements
supporting the war and the purchasing of war bonds and stamps. This advertisement has it all when it
comes to wartime propaganda. We see the three leaders of the Axis powers on a limb of an apple tree, all
seeking to gain control of the apple that represents the world after they have already eaten the majority of
apples, leaving nothing but their cores. All of the leaders are displayed in ways that make them either
appear evil, inferior, or silly. Hitler is portrayed as relatively normal as compared to Mussolini and
Hirohito apart from his intense, demonic eyes that lets the viewer know at first glance that this man is evil
and deranged. Mussolini is hanging on the boot of Hitler, almost like an ape. His eyes are little black dots
that almost give him an expression of cluelessness. I am unsure if the sword he has on his hip is meant to
represent a phallic symbol, but it certainly appears that way. All of this comes together to make Mussolini
appear comical and not to be taken seriously, even if he and Hitler are connected.
Hirohito is displayed in the anti-Asian caricatures that are common of Second World War
propaganda. Hirohito is shown as this nearly inhuman creature. While Hitler has evil eyes and Mussolini
looks like a halfwit, Hirohito barely resembles a human being. With his wild hair, giant square teeth and
his squinted eyes arched down to make his face look like a snarl it is obvious that the Japanese are being
portrayed as inferior. The racial inferiority of the Japanese is a theme in the propaganda of the Second
World War that can’t be blamed solely on the attack on Pearl Harbor and has a lot to do with racism that
existed in the United States well before December 7, 1941. European leaders may be evil and dumb, but
they are not seen as the inhuman monsters like the Japanese.
Finally, we have Uncle Sam chopping down the tree in which they all sit. Uncle Sam is wearing
the words “Unity” on his shirt and cutting down the tree with the axe of “Industry.” American industry
and unity will defeat the Axis Powers, but presumably at a great cost. If one cuts down the tree, would the
apple not die as well? Regardless, Uncle Sam is not shown as evil, silly or inferior like the rest and
instead he is displayed with a look of focus and determination, mightily swinging his axe of industry to
ensure his enemies do not gain control of the world.
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Not only does this advertisement demonize the enemy and foster ideas of unity, two major themes
in wartime propaganda, but it also uses the themes of the prosperous postwar period and the sacrifices the
company has made in the war. The “electronic miracles” like the “radio communications equipment,
fuses, shells, and storage batteries” were used in the Second World War to fight for “freedom in the
planes tanks, ships, and guns of many battlefields.” They conclude with a statement that ensures that after
the war is over these innovations “will bring new comfort, convenience and entertainment to the homes of
the nation.” This advertisement even came with a free limited offer that allowed the viewer to have their
own full-size reproduction of S.J. Ray’s cartoon sent to them upon request.42
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Figure 2.3
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“It is his [yen] against your Dollars” is the title of an interesting and racial advertisement
produced by Texaco in 1943. This advertisement is a mix of nationalism and not so subtle racism against
the Japanese. The opening line of “Yes, Honorable Japanese glad to spend his [kanji] for more of his
government’s war bonds…” mocks and caricatures the English accent of those of Japanese descent. This
is followed up by mentioning of the possibility of “another sneak attack like Pearl Harbor” and how
United States citizens purchasing war bonds will turn “Joe Jap’s war bonds into wastepaper” and “make
him yell for peace as our enemies did in the last war.” The written word is clearly what is meant to catch
your attention in this advertisement, but the depiction of the Japanese men is also noteworthy. While the
images of the Japanese in this advertisement are quite human, they are still seen as scheming and laughing
at the American viewer. The man purchasing the war bonds has squinted eyes, big glasses, and smiling
with his large bucked teeth, and the man behind the counter has the same characteristics except he is not
wearing glasses and nefariously rubbing his hands together.
Now, what does this advertisement sell us? It certainly does not highlight the merits of
Texaco gasoline or compare it to other brands to inform the reader of the superiority of what Texaco is
producing. A standard advertisement seeks to inform you about a product or at the very least an idea of
how the product could enhance your life; that is not what is going on here. This advertisement could have
focused on rationing or how Texaco was supporting the war effort, but it did not. Instead it sought to
show the Japanese as evil, which is more akin to war propaganda than any kind of advertisement. The
advertisement instead sells us war bonds, hatred of the Japanese, and a sense of national unity brought to
you by Texaco gasoline.43
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This relatively simply advertisement entitled, “Tokyo Next”, was produced for Sears in 1944.
This ad sought to unify the American people against the Japanese enemy by showing the enemy as
inferior. Racial advertisements during the Second World War are usually, but not exclusively, directed
towards the Japanese. It is worth noting that the size of the Japanese officer is much smaller than the
American with the bayonet, with the officer being shown as about half the height of half the length of the
rifle. The small stature and large bucked teeth make the Japanese officer appear almost rat-like. This
advertisement a caricatured Japanese officer with large bucked teeth, squinted eyes, and holding a sword
like he is ready to attack. Above him is an American bayonet ready to strike down the bloodthirsty
Japanese officer who is standing on a large X marking his spot, illuminated by a heavenly spotlight from
above. The message of the text is straight forward, “War bonds will speed our armed forces to victory….
Buy more bonds!”
In the business sense, the goal if this advertisement is to promote the buying or war bonds as well
as advance the Sears brand, but we learn nothing of any product Sears is selling. Instead, this kind of
racially charged war time advertisement has another function: to demonize the enemy. It is in these more
racially charged advertisements that you really see the distinction between wartime advertising and
propaganda beginning to break down. What does a caricatured depiction of a Japanese officer have to do
with Sears? Nothing. However, it gives the American public an image of a common enemy. The “Us
against them” mentality is a very effective way of getting everyone on the same side, anyone who was
ever a public high school student or anyone who was a part of a team/group should be familiar with that
concept.44
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Figure 2.5
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The ad produced for Revere Copper and Brass Inc. entitled, “The Japs Aren’t As Cross-Eyed As
You Think”, let you know right away that this advertisement, like many others during the Second World
War, is less about a product and more about labeling the Japanese as either evil or inferior. This
advertisement is a great example of the contradiction in anti-Japanese propaganda, where the American
propagandist couldn’t decide if they wanted to portray the Japanese as inferior or a powerful enemy that
needed to be taken seriously. The ad states that the young American military man shown in the ad is just
one of four survivors of a unit of eighty. “When the Japs can do that with one shell, you’ve got to agree
they’re not as cross-eyed as some folks make out. Take it from me, they’re tough! Thank the Lord they
lack our imagination and initiative.” Anyone who grew up in a small community is familiar with the
backhanded compliment, and that is exactly what this ad is doing with the Japanese.
This ad is obviously anti-Japanese, but it is also a rather clever way for Revere Copper and Brass
to get their name out to the American public. The point of the ad, other than to relay the contradictory
messages about the Japanese enemy, is to connect the brand with supporting wounded soldiers after they
have returned home and to encourage the purchasing of war bonds. In 1944 there would have been a large
portion of Americans that were returning from combat badly wounded, and these people would surely be
looking for some form of work to support themselves and their families. It is commonly known that
disabled veterans often have not gotten the help they needed, but this ad is promoting that they are
attempting to find ways to put disabled veterans back to work. “Revere Copper and Brass Incorporated is
working now to analyze every job which men with physical disabilities could perform, so that these jobs
can be made available first to returning wounded service men.” If you were a disabled veteran viewing
this ad, you might feel a connection to the man in the chair and the message of the ad might give you
hope that you could get back to work and restore some normalcy to your life.
The military man with his leg blown off and the commentary on how many men in the man’s unit
were killed let you know the strength of the Japanese military, but the fact that they are “not as cross-eyed
as you think” and lack our “imagination and initiative” let you know that they are still to be seen as
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inferior to Americans. This is the contradictory nature of wartime propaganda. This ad calls for the
American public to take seriously the power of the Japanese military while also insisting that the Japanese
should not be taken seriously as they are not up to par with Americans. It is worth noting that you will
find very few ads calling the Italians or Germans cross-eyed or inferior. In fact, much of the anti-German
and anti-Italian ads depict the Mussolini and Hitler as evil, not German and Italian people. Americans
only demonized the leadership of European nations, but they demonized the entiriety of Japanese people
as a whole. This shows the racism that was alive and well in the United States that remained mostly
unchallenged in the 1940s.While Americans were across the Atlantic laying down their lives in order to
combat Hitler’s vile practices that were birthed by ideas of racial superiority, Americans here at home
fostered similar beliefs of the superiority of the white race over all other races.45
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CHAPTER 7
THE PR MAN FROM NAZARETH: A BRIEF STATEMENT ON RELIGION AND PROPAGANDA

The connection between religion and propaganda is an intriguing, but perhaps unsurprising one.
If we take out all arguments over religious faith and doctrine, there can be little argument made against
the assertion that Jesus Christ was of the most successful leaders of all time. If we look at Jesus as simply
a man and not as a son of God, his accomplishments as a leader of men is almost beyond comprehension.
He was a man who was able to effectively lead a small number of men and spread his message in way
that would lead to his word being taught all over the world, over two thousand years after his death. Bruce
Barton’s controversial view of Jesus as a businessman and “the Founder of Modern Business” was the
focus of his best-selling book, The Man Nobody Knows, published in 1925 and remaining in print ever
since. Barton, an adman and business executive, saw Jesus as a guy sort of like him. Jesus was not a ruler
that people were forced to follow. Rather, he was a common man that convinced people to follow his
teachings. He and his twelve “untrained simple men, with elementary weaknesses and passions” were
able to succeed because of Jesus’s personal convictions, instincts for tapping into the latent powers of
those around him, his faith and patience. He started with a ragtag group of commoners in an insignificant
country and within a few years he was known far and wide across the Roman Empire and a few decades
after his death “the proud Emperor himself bowed his head to the teachings of this Nazareth carpenter.”46
Critics scoffed at Barton’s views, but that did not stop his book from becoming a best seller and
one of the most influential books on business ever published. Barton pointed out connections between
public relations and religion that would have been quite clear to him but perhaps seemed a radical thought
to others. As we will discuss, even the term propaganda had its start with the church and when
propaganda became a dirty word after the First World War, the name for those who engineer consent
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switched from propagandist to public relations expert, in large part thanks to the influence of Barton’s
contemporary and the “father” or modern PR, Edward Bernays. Barton’s Jesus was able to create a
religion that was based out of a “despised province of a petty country” that spread across the globe and
has persisted for two thousand years. “It conquered not because there was any demand for another
religion but because Jesus knew how, and taught His followers how, to catch the attention of the
indifferent, translate a great spiritual conception into terms of practical self-concern.”47 So, Jesus was able
to sell an idea with no demand for the idea and take a small group of followers and turn it into a global
following? That certainly makes him sound like the prototypical businessman, the kind of businessman
who could sell a ketchup popsicle to a woman in white gloves.
If Jesus was the ultimate businessman, then the leaders of Christian faith were the ultimate
propagandists. The term propaganda first came into use as a direct result of the Roman Catholic church
and Pope Gregory XV’s Congregation for the Propagation of Faith, and was notably written in 1622,
during the time of the Reformation. He wrote that “We are shaken by pity, perceiving how their populous
races, turning their backs on the gifts of heaven, have been transformed into beasts, and are nourished and
perpetuated (propagari) for the eternal fires prepared by the Devil and his messengers.” The “We” is the
Roman Catholic church and they are concerned about how the messages of the devil are reaching the
“populous races” and turning them into wicked creatures. Instead of the false word of devil, the people
needed to hear and be saved by the word of the Catholic church. The Catholic church’s mission should be
“propagating (propagandam) the faith in the whole world” and Pope Gregory XV organized a group of
cardinals to figure out how to best spread the good news and even dictated that they should meet and
discuss their efforts on the propagation of the faith to masses.48
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The evil that the Roman Catholic Church sought to eradicate was not truly evil at all, but rather
they were simply seeking to eliminate men like Martin Luther and others like him. Martin Luther wanted
to end centuries of corruption in the Roman Catholic church—notably the selling of indulgences, so he
penned his famed Ninety-five Theses. It is fitting that the Roman Catholic church was the first to use the
term propaganda in the modern sense, because they sought to mislead the public about their own
shortcomings and corruption by using propaganda to counteract the messages of the Reformation. From
its very beginning propaganda was tainted. It was not quite evil, but it is clear from the terms birth that is
meant to be used as a means of mass deception.
Essentially what Pope Gregory XV had done was inadvertently create the first public relations
counsel. It was a group of people who wanted to better understand how to get their message to the
masses, and their message was something they viewed as essential for the betterment of the people and
not to knowingly deceive or mislead them. This further demonstrates the connection between public
relations and propaganda, as they are essentially the same thing. Public relations experts are an organized
group who seek to spin to truth to get people to see a person or organization favorably. There are far more
similarities between the two than there are differences, something that public relations experts have tried
to downplay for decades. Indeed, the “father” of public relations, Edward Bernays, called everything he
did “propaganda”—most notably expressed in his 1928 book titled Propaganda— until the negativity of
the word brought on because of the First World War kindled Bernays to “rebrand” the term as “public
relations.”
Humanity has always been drawn to the idea of the dichotomy of good and evil. Every
Abrahamic religion (Judaism, Christianity, Islam) is based on the idea that bad is actively seeking out and
antagonizing good, but good always ultimately prevails. The United States can definitively be described
as a nation that has a significant Judeo-Christian heritage and still has a large Christian majority, which
would have been even more true seventy to eighty years ago. Lasswell stated that, “Primitive habits of
thought persist in modern life, and battles become a trial to ascertain the true and the good. If we win,
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God is on our side. If we lose, God may have been on the other side.”49 In that way, if the United States
was a winner it was because God was on their side and if the United States was a loser it was because
God was not on their side. The good versus the evil is just another version of the us versus them, because
maintaining that all who disagree with us are evil is not feasible. Instead it is the suggestions of the crowd
that we follow, and our notions of what is good and bad come from the leaders of those groups. If we
consider that the leader of every group is simply a person like us who is susceptible to suggestion like the
rest of us are, then it is easy to see how a large number of people can be influenced by the actions of a
relatively small number of people. Legendary PR man Edward Bernays stated that,
If you can influence the leaders, either with or without their conscious cooperation, you
automatically influence the group which they sway. But men do not need to be gathered
together in a public meeting or in a street riot, to be subject to the influences of mass
psychology. Because man is by nature gregarious he feels himself to be the member of a
heard, even when he is alone in his room with the curtains drawn. His mind retains the
patterns which have been stamped on it by the group influences.50
This brings to mind the idea of the church in a small community. Amongst the congregants are different
leaders in the community, all of whom gather weekly to listen to the preacher. The preacher, the leader of
the congregation, reads the words of the holy text that is a collection of writing from several different
contributors, made up of leaders of different groups, about the life and accounts of the most influential
leaders in history.
Most people are often followers and less commonly leaders of groups. A parent is the leader of
their young child, a teacher is a leader to their students. The actions and beliefs of the leader of a group
can have a direct impact on actions and beliefs of those who follow them, this has been proven true by
every cult in existence. Surely the 918 people involved in the Jonestown massacre in 1978 would not have
drank Kool-Aid mixed with cyanide and valium had they not been encouraged to do so by their religious
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leader. However, this is not to say that all religious bring about such destruction. On the contrary,
religious leaders around the world have helped people overcome hardships and have given them hope.
Leaders can influence people to do things that they normally wouldn’t on their own, and that influence
can be for the betterment or the detriment of humankind. It is the same with propaganda. It is neither good
nor evil, but rather a tool that can be used for good or bad. That is the nature of the propagandist, the
professional manipulators seeking to persuade the leaders of groups, and therefore gaining the allegiance
of the members of their groups.
Jonathan Auerbach and Russ Castronovo, editors of The Oxford Handbook of Propaganda
Studies, and co-authors of the introductory essay “Thirteen Propositions About Propaganda,” see the
connection between propaganda and religion but do not find propaganda to be wicked or immoral. They,
much like Bernays, do not see propaganda as anything evil but as the natural flowing of ideas and
messages amongst people on large scale. They maintain that, “The scope of propaganda is biblical. God’s
injunction against spreading false reports prompted subsequent commentators to caution against the
“propagators of calumny” whose sin consists in sowing seeds of dissension and suspicion that prevent the
establishment of peace on earth.” They state that “Thou shall not publish” was the more fitting translation
Hebrew of Exodus 23:1 according to nineteenth century theologians, and that “The truth of falsity of the
message is only half of what Moses in instructed to adjudicate.”51
Humanity has been faced with the anxieties of what is and isn’t propaganda since before they had
a term to describe it. Several religions warn about the dangers and consequences of spreading falsehoods,
but the key aspect of most religions is based on converting the nonbelievers into believers. What is truth
to one person is not necessarily true to another, especially in terms of something driven by emotion and
faith like religion. The goal of religions based on conversion are to go forth and propagate their message
to the masses, to make them see the world in the same way as they do. The holy doctrines warn against
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the accepting of the message of the “others,”, those not inside our own indoctrinated group. The “other’s”
message is false and evil, while “our” message is that of good and holiness. Religion is the ultimate
propaganda that exists regardless of times of war or peace. The “us” and “them” that is present in all
propaganda campaigns has its roots in almost every religion around the world.
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CHAPTER 8
ADVERTISING SALVATION: ADS ABOUT CHRISTIANITY
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Figure 3.1
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“Well God, here we are,” which in my opinion is one of the greatest opening lines of all time, is
the title of an ad produced for Sears in 1945. The ad shows a young soldier all alone in a desolate war
zone, with either his comrade or an enemy lying dead behind him covered in sand. He is on his knees
praying that he might make it home from the war. The soldier has “no hard feelings” that God chose for
him to go overseas and fight instead of being back home, even though the tone of his prayer is about as
cheery as a eulogy. The lone soldier pledges to God that he will “go wherever You say and do whatever
You want me to. For You know what’s best for me. But say, if You can only get the people back home to
remember me, maybe they’ll still bear down. Maybe they’ll still send us their blood, still stay on the job,
still keep making stuff we need. You see, God, I’d like to get home too.”
This Sears ad appeals directly to Christian viewers for multiple reasons, all of which are obvious.
The entire ad is a prayer to God, but there is also an element of intense faith and sacrifice as the soldier is
okay with his terrible situation because he has faith that God has willed it so. The tone of the prayer is
very somber. To me, this is old print version of the well-known ASPCA Sarah McLachlan commercials.
This ad rather shamelessly appeals to the emotions in order to gain support for purchasing war bonds, but
it also connects the Sears brand to the war effort as well as to its Christian consumers. Sears was an
important American institution for rich and poor alike. The more affluent consumer was able to purchase
a variety of goods conveniently from the Sears catalog, while poor Americans were able to use the catalog
as a way to better clean their bottoms. Sadly, Sears may be in financial ruin today, but in its earlier years
Sears was a major part of American life.52
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“And please, dear Lord—send my brother the airplanes he needs quick!” is the opening line of a
wartime advertisement released by Vogue magazine in 1943. Vogue has remained an influential fashion
and lifestyle magazine in the United States for over one hundred years. This advertisement plays on the
viewers emotions by connecting their religious beliefs to financing the war effort. “Surely, these
ungrudging, unselfish millions who are giving their lives—surely these heroes are not only worth praying
for—but paying for, too.” This advertisement is basically telling the viewer to put their money where
their mouth is.
The rest of the advertisement details the importance of purchasing war bonds for the war effort
but does not make any more religious connections. In fact, nothing else about this ad makes any form of
religious connection at all. The only exceptions would be the short reference of “Your money will help
buy those planes sister is praying for,” and notions of sacrifice that have more to do with rationing than
faith. This shows that the use of religious imagery like the little girl with folded hands, talking to God
about the war is simply an attention getter. Appealing to people based on their religious beliefs is an
extremely effective way of connecting your message with them. Roughly a decade after the Second
World War, a young American Baptist minister from Atlanta, Georgia named Martin Luther King Jr.
would begin using his Christian beliefs and affiliations to convince a nation of the immortality of
segregation and the need for equal rights for all by appealing to the common beliefs of right and wrong
shared by all those of the Christian faith.53
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Some ads like this one produced by Goodyear use simple Christian symbols like the cross in
order to connect their brand with its Christian consumers. “Now come the bloodiest battles of the war,
Now there are more crosses than before, Now you must do your share-and more!” Aside from the Dr.
Seuss style rhyming, this ad is pretty straight-forward. The message is that the war is picking up and they
need more citizens to back the 5th War Loan, brought to you by Goodyear, the greatest name in rubber.
But aside from all of that, there is a somewhat subtle connection to the Christian viewer. Crosses are, after
all, a Christian symbol. The creators of the ad could have used grave stones instead of crosses but instead
they chose to go with the cross. Had the creators of the ad went with a headstone, the person viewing the
ad would not know the religious faith of those that died. With the use of the cross it denoted that those
who have died were Christian.
It is easy while viewing ads from the Second World War to forget the product that is being sold in
the ads. Goodyear is a company who makes tires, and tires were and remain an essential component for
waging war. Goodyear has several ads that highlight their wartime production, but interestingly not as
many as you would think. Goodyear produced several ads like the one aforementioned that barely
mention their product at all. It would appear that the purpose of this ad is not to sell you a product at all,
but to relay a message to the consumer that Goodyear tires is an American, Christian company that
supports the war effort. If you support the war, if you support doing your fair share, and if you support the
Christian church then Goodyear is the company for you.54
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Saying a prayer in an ad was a popular theme during the Second World War. “Let us pray for
victory, Let us pray for God’s protection of our fighting men and women, Let us manifest our faith by
investing in war bonds more than ever before.” Above this text is a pair of praying hands, but not just any
image of praying hands would do. This particular image is the known as the Study of the Hands of an
Apostle, a famous pen-and-ink drawing by German painter and printmaker Albrecht Dürer. This famous
work is still stored at the Albertina Museum in Vienna, Austria to this day. So why was it used? It would
have been a popular image that some would recognize as a famous piece of artwork that also connected a
brand to Christianity.
Let us return to the statement about purchasing war bonds that is disguised as a prayer. This ad is
similar in fashion to what Sears was attempting to do in their ad but is not as upbeat and doesn’t tell the
story of a poor Christian soldier trying to make it home. Instead they kept the prayer short and to the
point. It is basically saying “God, we want victory, protection, and for people to buy more war bonds.
Amen.” The International Latex Corporation produced, amongst other things, the space suits for every
United States astronaut in the Apollo space program. This ad could have been something about how ILC
was using this technology to help the war, but instead they went with a famous image of praying hands
and a prayer for war bonds. This is ad does not tell you about ILC’s product and it doesn’t sell you the
benefit of purchasing war bonds. Instead this ad attempts to gain support from its Christian viewers to buy
war bonds by using religious art work, symbolism, and stating their message in the form of a prayer.55
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Some of the better examples of a Christian themed advertisement during the Second World War
was unsurprisingly produced by a group that knows all about the effectiveness of advertising, the
Magazine Publishers of America. In their ad entitled “By His Deeds…Measure Yours” they portray the
sacrifice of the American soldier in combat in the same way was Jesus on the cross. Let us focus on the
image first, since it is the most interesting. The soldier has a crown of barbed wire wrapped around his
head acting as Christ’s crown of thorns, his palms are faced outward like depictions of Jesus on the cross,
and the very same barbed wire around the soldier’s head leads directly to the battered cross in the
background. The theme of the ad is clearly sacrifice and wants the viewer to see sacrifice as a holy thing,
not as a burden.
The text is pretty firm with the reader, and it comes off as if the viewer of the ad is getting a
scolding by a parent. “Between you who live at home and the men who die at the front there is a direct
connection…By your actions, definitively, a certain number of these men will die of they will come
through alive.” The ad continues by stating that “Till the war is won, you cannot, in fairness to them,
complain or waste or shirk. Instead, you will apply every last ounce of your effort to get this thing
done…In the name of God and your fellow man, that is your job.” So, what is the message of this text? It
is shaming people into buying war bonds by connecting the war with Christianity and by putting the lives
of those who died in combat the fault of those who did not support the war effort. If you are a wasteful
person, it is your fault that the soldier died and not the enemy soldier that took his life. The ad goes on
advocate the joining and setting up of the Citizens Service Corps, and they would even send free
information on it if you wrote in to the magazine.56
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CHAPTER 9
PUBLIC RELATIONS: PROPAGANDA FOR THE GREATER GOOD
There are slight differences between propaganda and public relations, but the distinction between
the two is not always clear. Propaganda is basically the evil twin of public relations. They are essentially
the same, but one claims spreads the truth and good tidings and the other spreads lies and hatred. It is
commonly accepted that propaganda is defined by persuading the public with lies while public relations
persuades the public with facts mixed with emotional appeals. However, it is possible to present material
that is based in truth and spin that into a different version of the truth.
The engineers of thought saw the efficacy of propaganda to persuade the masses during the First
World War with President Wilson’s Committee on Public Information (a committee which Edward
Bernays served on), but they would need to re-brand the term “propaganda” as it had become a negative
term describing information released by the enemy. As Priscilla Wald pointed out in her essay, “The
“Hidden Tyrant”: Propaganda, Brainwashing, and Psycho-Politics In The Cold War Period,” it was
thought that rebranding the art of persuasion from propaganda to public relations was essential not only to
the field of professional manipulation but also to the preservation of a democratic society. “While the use
of Nazi propaganda before and during the Second World War offered an especially dramatic example of
the dangers of propaganda, world events also illustrated the fragility of democracy and the need for
galvanizing rhetoric and rituals and for the control of information.” Those who favored the use of
propaganda, like Bernays, doubled their efforts to “sell” the public propaganda under the newly created
name of “public relations” and even those who had been opposed the use of propaganda, like Lippman,
began to see its usefulness even if term had been tainted.57
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Those in public relations today say what they do is in no way propaganda, but they are simply
selling the same idea that Bernays began selling nearly one hundred years earlier. The First World War
tainted the term propaganda, and the way people reacted to the term was likewise forever changed. It is
much like the battle flag of the Army of Northern Virginia or the “rebel flag.” There was nothing
offensive about that symbol until the Klu Klux Klan made it the symbol of their group, then it became
something distasteful and not to be used in civilized society. The same can be said of the swastika. An
ideogram that had symbolized a connection to a more spiritual world in East Asian and Indian religions,
and even in Greco-Roman Europe, was permanently transformed by the Nazis into a symbol of racial
superiority and antisemitism. If one decided to flaunt their swastika or battle flag of the Army of Northern
Virginia today they would be labeled as a bigot, and rightfully so. It is not that these symbols are
inherently sinister, but what makes them evil is that they were used by evil people. As mentioned earlier,
the term propaganda was coined by the Roman Catholic church, and although some have criticized certain
Catholic practices, the Catholics meant to use propaganda for what they perceived as the greater good.
Propaganda was used and accepted until hostile nations during the First World War used it for terrible
things, then it became taboo and no longer an acceptable term. Propaganda was still seen as essential to
sway the masses in times of conflict so the rebranding of the term into “public relations”—primarily by
Edward Bernays—was necessary.
The ability to sell and spin is the hallmark of public relations and advertising. The rebranding of
propaganda itself as PR was one of the field’s most successful acts of spin. Pundits spun the truth so
much that now those in public relations will adamantly defend their stance that their work is not
propaganda. The practice stayed the same, no matter what it was formerly and currently called.
Propaganda, the swastika, and the battle flag are all relics of the past but public relations has continued to
thrive and grow since its name change. If we are to believe that changing the name of something changes
its very nature, as obviously many people do, then we are buying into the ideas that public relations
experts are selling us. If someone took a box of rabbit droppings and called it Raisinets, you would not
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simply accept it and throw a handful in your mouth. In the same way we should not accept that public
relations is not propaganda rebranded.
Edward Bernays, who did not shy away from controversial statements stated in his 1927 bestselling handbook entitled appropriately, Propaganda, that “The normal school should provide for the
training of the educator to make him realize that his job is a twofold job: education as a teacher and
education as propagandist”58 Bernays saw little difference between education and propaganda and thought
the two should work together for the mutual benefit of both. Would it really be so bad if instead of being
persuaded to buy fast food or to support political agendas that we were persuaded to pursue higher
education? It certainly doesn’t sound like a terrible idea. Bernays did not see an ethical difference
between using propaganda in education and using it in business and politics and warned that if
propaganda and education were intermingled that, “It may be used to over-advertise an institution and
create in the public mind artificial values. There can be no absolute guarantee against its misuse.”59 For
this very reason, education and propaganda do not belong in the same category. Education should be
about seeking the truth, not misleading people. In the same sense, neither should business and politics
seek to mislead people. It is embedded into our social fabric that we accept that business and politicians
intentionally deceive the public and therefore there is no outcry from the public when we are deceived.
Spin is not the truth, it is a manufactured version of the truth meant to color the mind in a certain way. If
the word of an educator became no more credible than that of an adman or a politician then even Bernays,
“The father of public relations” could not spin the truth enough to maintain the field of education’s
integrity.
Although the field of public relations did not truly weave itself into the fabric of the United States
until after the Second World War, it was still practicing the art of spin and manipulation in the years
preceding the war. Companies, agencies, and groups realized that the way the public viewed their
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business had a direct correlation to the public’s willingness to purchase and support their products.
Bernays stated that “Perhaps the most significant social, political, and industrial fact about the present
century is the increased attention which is paid to public opinion, not only by the individuals, groups or
movements that are dependent on public support for their success, but also by men and organizations
which until very recently, stood aloof from the general public and were able to say, ‘The public be
damned.’”60 William H. Vanderbilt’s famous quote, “The public be damned,” purportedly uttered on
October 8, 1882is a fitting example of the change in business and public relations that took place in the
United States from the early nineteenth century to the twentieth and twenty-first century.61 That kind of
public relations nightmare would be almost unheard of today. It would be like the corporate head of
McDonald’s releasing a statement that they don’t care if their food will destroy people’s health. Even
though we all known McDonald’s could seemingly care less if their food hurts people as long as they can
profit from it, they would never say something like that to the public because their PR people would never
allow that to happen. At the start of the twentieth century it became more and more clear, at least in
hindsight, that public relations would become a major aspect of not only business operations but also
daily life in the United States.
One of the most successful public relations ventures in United States history was that of the
Advertising Council during and after the Second World War. The public did not trust advertisers or the
profession of advertising for the most part, and for good reason. According to historian Inger Stole,
advertisers had claimed before the war to help the public by “introducing new products, encouraging
competition, and ultimately leading to mass production, thereby allowing consumers to enjoy better and
more competitively priced goods.” The general public in the 1930s was not convinced of this and
questioned the place of advertising even more so in “the changing economic situations brought on by
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war.”62 Those in the advertising industry had to sell themselves and their profession to the American
public. The war provided the professional manipulators of the United States a way to enhance their image
that had been in gradual decline in previous years. The stage was set for the advertising profession’s
“most effective public relations campaign to date-one that would combine the use of patriotic copy with a
strategic campaign to legitimize advertising in the minds of the American public and Washington
officials.”63
The Advertising Council was conceived in 1941 and incorporated on February 26, 1942. Its
mission statement was to “provide a means for marshaling the forces of advertising so that they may be of
maximum aid in the successful prosecution of the war.” Even before the official announcement of the Ad
Council in March 1942, many government agencies were enthusiastic about its potential, the most
important of which was the Treasury Department that held authority over the advertising industries’ taxdeductible status as a non-profit organization. This obviously delighted the Ad Council.64 This
blossoming friendship with the Treasury Department would greatly benefit the advertising and public
relations industry and bring about the first clear sign of their hypocrisy.
While the advertising industry urged the American public to make patriotic sacrifices, they
weren’t paying their fair share of taxes while average Americans saw their taxes drastically increase in
1943 in addition to their buying war bonds. The advertising industry encouraged people to celebrate the
patriotism of paying additional wartime taxes while working in wartime industry while masking the fact
that the advertisers did not contribute to the war effort through paying more taxes but instead, showed
their patriotism by working for the government.65 The average American was being convinced to sacrifice
by a group of business elites who had sacrificed very little. Their work for the government directly
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benefitted the industry by displaying its effectiveness in persuading the masses, solidified the profession
in United States for the postwar society, and was ultimately the first step towards the society of mass
consumption that admen could not have even dreamed of in the years before the Second World War.
It may seem farfetched to think that adman could link consumption with patriotism in the minds
of so many Americans, but admen often made connections between things that weren’t there. In journalist
Larry Tye’s fascinating biography of Edward Bernays, he describes how Bernays’s work with the United
Fruit Company helped to link the consumption of bananas to many things in order to best market them to
the consumer. Bernays quickly rebranded the banana in several ways. First, he rebranded the banana as
something that was good for your health. A New York pediatrician by the name of Dr. Sidney Haas “had
proven years before that the tropical fruit helped cure celiac disease, a chronic digestive disorder.”
Bernays used Haas’s fiftieth anniversary as a doctor to celebrate the fact that bananas helped digestion.
“He printed 100,000 copies of a thin hardcover book on the topic and mailed them to editors, librarians,
dieticians, home economists, pediatricians, and doctors specializing in digestive troubles.” Bernays did
not stop there. He also maintained that the banana played a role in the defense of the United States,
something that Tye points out is not out of the realm of belief since the United Fruit Company’s “Great
White Fleet” was used in both the First and Second World War to ferry supplies and troops. Bernays went
even further by trying to market the banana to all kinds of consumers. Bernays campaigned to get bananas
“into hotels, railroad dining cars, airplanes, and steamers: to feed them to professional and college
football teams, summer campers, YMCA and YWCA members, Boy Scouts and Girl Scouts, and students
of all ages” to promote the banana alongside other deserts and to “secure a place for them in movie
cafeterias and at top-of-the-line resorts in places like Palm Beach and Sunny Valley.”66 Any fan of
national defense and the banana sundae certainly owes a tip of the hat to Mr. Bernays.
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For Edward Bernays, someone in public relations was doing the general public a service that they
needed. Individuals make up groups, and those groups need leadership. Public relations and propaganda
experts do not create within us a desire to do or see something a certain way, but instead they see what the
public is doing and see how to best take advantage of the public to get their support. In that way, how is
the public relations expert any different than an artist of performer? Are they not all seeking to influence
an audience with their message? Bernays points out that the press, musicians, artists, managers, producers
and authors all are working in fields that they themselves have no control over. If musicians wrote songs
the way they wanted or enjoyed, but those songs were not what the public wanted to hear, they would not
be successful musicians. The same can be said of the pressmen, artists, preachers, authors, etc. The fact
that they must do what the public wants in order to be successful shows that it is the public, not the
creator, who is truly in control. Their goal is to say what the public wants them to say because to do
otherwise would risk their careers. These people do have the power to influence opinion, but they must do
so within the societal constructs that are already in place.67
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CHAPTER 10
ADVERTISING MODERATION: ADS ABOUT RATIONING AND SACRIFICE
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Figure 4.1
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Caterpillar Tractor Company released a series of ads during the Second World War that
highlighted Caterpillars contribution of tractors to the war effort and that encouraged civilians to keep
backing the war effort. This particular ad focuses on a tough soldier that’s smoking his cigarette, nursing
a broken arm that he isn’t concerned with, and telling the viewer a story about Caterpillar tractor’s uses in
the war. How and where did the soldier break his arm? The soldier explains that his arm was wounded
“On the beach in North Africa. My job is driving those husky Diesel tractors that handle a lot of tough
jobs in this war,” and while he was working he “caught a chunk of shrapnel,” from shells that were
raining down. So what is this ad about? Caterpillar tractors. Why not highlight an image of the tractor?
Because it is not as entertaining or eye catching as a tough American describing the war. The second
message of the ad is that “We’ll need more men, more machines, planes, guns, ammunition and suppliesmore ships to transport and convoy them.” Well how can the viewer help the soldier achieve this goal?
While the ad acknowledges that the civilians are already doing war work, paying taxes, buying
bonds, driving less, and drinking less coffee. However, they could always drop “a few pleasures” and
spend more money every week on war bonds. The last line of this ad states that purchasing war bonds are
an “investment in your country, and remember, it won’t be your country unless we win this war.” As I
have stated before, it is not the message of the ad but the way in which the ad gets the message across that
is significant. How does Caterpillar sell us their brand and the war effort? They use a cool, tough soldier
to tell the story to make it attractive to the viewer, they highlight the effectiveness of Caterpillar tractors
on the battlefield, they encourage civilians to continue rationing, and they connect the Caterpillar brand
with that of the fighting men and women of the Second World War. It is difficult to keep in mind when
reading through this ad that it is really about selling tractors more than anything else.68
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Of advertising images in the Second World War, this one from Goodyear is my favorite, showing
grade-school children wearing gas masks in a traditional classroom setting. The title of the ad produced in
1944 is “What can you tell an 8-year old?” and plays on the anxieties of what will happen to children in
time of war. This Goodyear ad focuses on what you would say to your eight-year-old son if he asks why
he should purchase war stamps. As you can probably tell by the image in the ad, it quickly gets blown out
of proportion. “Can you tell him how priests, mauled and maimed by Nazis, lie in their blood-stained
vestments? Can you tell him of a woman’s outcry in the night?” both serve to let you know that this ad is
not going to give you warm fuzzy feeling inside. “What would his school be like in Poland now? How
would he feel each day, each hour, wearing a gas-mask against the unexpected terror?” Keep in mind that
this is an advertisement for Goodyear. Goodyear sells tires, and this ad does not show tires nor describe
how their tires work or help the war effort in this as.
The ad takes an obvious turn towards the end and hones in on the real point of the message. The
eight-year-old asks his father, “Dad, if you only had a dime to spend, what would you do?” Well of
course, any adult viewing this ad does have more than a dime, and the ad encourages them to “Buy more
Bonds than ever before! And keep them-for him!” This Goodyear ad is using a lot of wartime advertising
themes at the same time. It plays on wartime anxieties of the future and what will happen to children, it
shames adults who do not give their all to supporting the war, it demonizes the Axis powers, and it pushes
the purchasing on more war bonds while keeping the Goodyear brand alive during times of war rationing.
Goodyear was not able to sell its product to the public during the Second World War but they wanted to
keep their brand alive, which is the real purpose of this advertisement, unless one is inclined to believe
that Goodyear is simply that patriotic.69
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Not every advertisement that discussed rationing and sacrifice had a negative message, and
Campbell’s soup was one company whose advertisements remained very upbeat even during the war.
This Campbell’s soup ad “…Now you can get cream of mushroom soup again!” may seem funny today,
but in times of rationing consumers in the United States would have been thrilled to see familiar products
returning to the shelves. This ad supports the rationing of food items, as can be seen from the small child
planting her victory garden with the chant “I dig and hoe with all my might. The food I grow will help the
fight.” Other than that, the focus of this ad is that Campbell’s soup can start getting its product back into
the hands of consumers. The ad even highlights that the return of Campbell’s soup is the “best food news
of the year.”
It is odd to think that cream of mushroom soup would have such an energetic and joyous ad
celebrating it. However, this shows how rationing impacted advertising and the public, and why the postwar years saw an economic boom. If American citizens were celebrating the return of Campbell’s cream
of mushroom soup, how would they react when the war was over, and rationing came to a close for good?
Americans were eager to spend and get their hands on the familiar products that they enjoyed before the
onset of the Second World War. If people could get excited for a can of cream of mushroom soup, they
could be excited for the return of any product. Brands that kept their brand names alive even during times
of rationing were able to enjoy all of the benefits of the energized consumer once the war came to a close.
Brands like Campbell’s soup remain a staple of the American diet and have had continued success well
beyond the years of the Second World War.70
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Some brands advertised that their products were still in high demand even though they could only
produce a small supply during war rationing. This is the case for the ads produced by the Curtiss Candy
Company, makers of candy bars like Baby Ruth and Butterfinger. Their 1943 ad titled “…And make it
Snappy!” deals with producing for the home front while also keeping up with war demands made by the
War Department. The ad describes how candy bar companies shifted to making dextrose energy tablets,
candy fruit drops, packages biscuits, bouillon powder, dehydrated mincemeat and prune and apricot
powders during the war to help supply the soldiers. The ad states that “For months our great food plants
have been producing and packaging large quantities of various food kinds,” and “With the Army, the
Navy, and War Production Plants all calling for Curtiss Products, there may be times when your dealer
won’t have a complete assortment of Curtiss Candy Bars. But such shortages are only temporary.” The
whole message of the ad is enhanced by the wonderful image of Uncle Sam staying busy on the phone,
presumably with Curtiss Candy Company to place more orders.
In the bottom righthand corner of the ad there is a military man carrying a large box of Baby Ruth
candy bars. The text appearing beneath is encourages the consumer to keep checking back in with their
store if they are out of Baby Ruth and Butterfinger chocolates because Curtiss Candy Company was
doing its “best to fill domestic orders…but with us, as with every patriotic American, the boys in service
have first call.” This very patriotic and upbeat ad ends with, of course, a message to the public to continue
purchasing war bonds and stamps. This ad does not shame the viewer into purchasing war bonds or goad
them on with notions of sacrifice. Instead this ad focuses on how rationing is a temporary inconvenience
and focuses on ideas of being patriotic and putting the troops first. This ad catches the attention, supports
rationing, connects the consumption of candy bars with patriotism, and it sells purchasing more war
bonds and stamps to the public.71
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Some ads, like Mobilgas’s 1944 ad “That’s for Wasting Wartime Horsepower,” deal with the
shortage of automobiles and how their product is perfect for keeping your old vehicle going. The image in
this ad is a rather comical one and definitely catches the attention. It depicts a horse kicking the absolute
hell out of another horse for wasting “wartime horsepower.” This advertisement does, in a lighthearted
way, imply that those who waste wartime horsepower deserve a beating. Other than that, the tone of the
ad is very optimistic. The overall message of the ad is to “Be Prepared to Drive Your Present Car At
Least 2 Years After The War.” This ad is unique because it supports rationing, but more so it supports the
service that Mobilgas can provide the consumer during the war. This ad does not sell war bonds, and the
mentioning of rationing is only brought up to highlight that Mobilgas can keep your old car running. As
the ad points out “It will take time-lots of it- for U.S. A’s auto plants to meet the enormous postwar
demand for new cars. Millions will need them! So guard every mile of your present car’s life.”
How do consumers protect their car and support the war effort? Well by purchasing Mobiloil for
their engines and Mobilgas protection plans for their vehicle. This form of advertisement puts out that
Mobilgas’s product is good in spite of the war, and also that Mobilgas’s product is beneficial to the war
effort. Without their “superior” motor oil and services, Americans would be left with no vehicle at all
should the war drag on with no end in sight. In this way Mobilgas is not only creating a product that
Americans need, but it is doing a service to the United States government by promoting rationing and
keeping the public “educated” about wartime rationing policies. This ad is clearly more about selling a
product than supporting the war, but it promotes the product and service in a way that makes it appear to
be to support the war effort.72
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CHAPTER 11
THE EFFECTIVENESS OF SUGGESTION: THE HERD AND PATRIOTIC CONSUMPTION

Both propaganda and ad campaigns have the same goal in mind: to influence the masses to see
the world in the way that the pundits want them to see it. One person, generally speaking, is reasonable. It
is when the crowd becomes involved that people lose their individuality and become a part of a group. At
the head of every crowd is a “mastermind”, someone who understands the workings of the crowd and
knows how to influence them. This is not to say these people are necessarily sinister, simply that they
possess the qualities of leadership and the influence that comes with it. The French writer Gustave Le Bon
similarly summarized the psychological effects of this “public mind” in his 1895 book Psychologie des
Foules, translated into English in 1896 under the title The Crowd: A Study of the Popular Mind, which is
considered one of the seminal works of crowd psychology. According to Le Bon:
All the world’s masters, all the founders of religions or empires, the apostles of all
beliefs, eminent statesmen, and, in a more modest sphere, the mere chiefs of small groups
of men have always been unconscious psychologists, possessed of an instinctive and
often very sure knowledge of the character of crowds, and it is their accurate knowledge
of this charter that has enabled them to so easily establish their mastery.73
While Le Bon’s work is a quite dated, his assertions about the psychology of the crowd still hold merit
today. Masters of PR like Bernays, nephew of the well-known psychologist Sigmund Freud, knew that
psychology had its place within advertising. Bernays would agree with Le Bon that those with the ability
to lead and influence the thoughts and actions of others, should. Bernays echoed Le Bon when he said, “It
might be better to have, instead of propaganda and special pleading, committees of wise men who would
choose our rulers, dictate our conduct, private and public, and decide upon the best types of clothes for us
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to wear and the best kind of food for us to eat.”74 Bernays aptly described the power of his profession in
his 1928 best-selling book Propaganda:
The conscious and intelligent manipulation of the organized habits and opinions of the
masses is an important element in democratic society. Those who manipulate this unseen
mechanism of society constitute an invisible government which is the true ruling power
of our country….We are governed, our minds are molded, our tastes are formed, our
ideas suggested, largely by men we have never heard of. This is a logical result of the
way in which our democratic society is organized. Vast numbers of human beings must
cooperate in this manner if they are to live together as a smoothly functioning society…In
almost every act of our daily lives, whether in the sphere of politics of business, in our
social conduct or our ethical thinking, we are dominated by the relatively small number
or persons…who understand the mental processes and social patterns of the masses. It is
they who pull the wires which control the public mind.75
Bernays’s comments may sound like satire to those of us who are convinced of our own ability to
avoid being so easily persuaded, but Bernays is not being tongue-in-cheek. Bernays truly believed, much
like Le Bon did, that the elites in fact should manipulate the dimwitted masses to maintain a peaceful and
democratic society. Is it democratic to control people, even for the greater good of the people? Is that not
in opposition to freedom and liberty? The irony of propagandists stating that propaganda is essential to
maintaining liberty and democracy while actively attempting to strip the individual of their own beliefs
and ideas is present in almost any ad campaign within the United States during the Second World War
and beyond.
The greatest achievements and the greatest calamities of human history have been the result of
the herd, not the individual. There is proof all around us that by working together humanity can achieve
things that the individual could never fathom on their own. People should not and were not made to be
alone in society but the individual’s ability to think for themselves is an essential component for the
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improvement of civilization. If we never questioned what we were told or had differing opinions, then
there would be no reason to make improvements to what already existed before us. It is the mental
achievements of the individual that allows for the continued success of the herd, and it is the herd
mentality that is the greatest threat to individuality.
Wilfred Trotter, a pioneer in early neurosurgery and author of the 1916 classic Instincts of the
Herd in Peace and War, focused on the relationship between the individual and the herd. We are, all of
us, both our own person and a member of several different groups regardless if we are aware of it or not.
To summarize Trotter’s words would take away from the mastery of his argument, so I will include his
complete statement with no omissions.
The religious man accuses the atheist of being shallow and irrational and is met be a
similar reply. To the Conservative the amazing thing about the Liberal is his incapacity to
see reason and accept the only possible solution of public problems. Examination reveals
the fact that the differences are not due to the commission of the mere mechanical
fallacies of logic, since these are easily avoided, even by the politician, and since there is
no reason to believe that one party in such controversies is less logical than the other. The
difference is due rather to the fundamental assumptions of the antagonists being hostile,
and these assumptions are derived from herd-suggestions; to the Liberal certain basal
conceptions have acquired the quality of instinctive truth, have become a priori syntheses,
because of the accumulated suggestions to which he has been exposed; and a similar
explanation applies to the atheist, the Christian, and the Conservative. Each, it is
important to remember, finds in consequence the rationality of his position flawless and
is quite incapable of detecting in it the fallacies which are obvious to his opponent, to
whom that particular series of assumptions has not been rendered acceptable by herd
suggestion.76
There is a lot to unpack in this statement, but Trotter’s example is one of the best when it comes to
describing the irrationality of the crowd and the individuals that make it up. During and after the Second
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World War in the United States, citizens were sold ideas by professional manipulators that would have
them believe capitalistic consumption was patriotic and that is was for the betterment of a democratic
society. The people were united under the banner of patriotism during the Second World War and became
a part of a nationalistic herd. The logic of the individual faded away and the rationality of the group
emerged with the help of these manipulators, which the government was all too fine with during the
trying times of conflict. Once a part of a group, the individual cannot see the logical fallacies of the group
because anything in opposition to the group view is seen as a threat to the group. This kind of group
mentality spans across all aspects of life, but is especially noticeable as it pertains to politics, religion, and
of course, consumer culture.
It was the adman and businessman who emerged to be the leaders of the herds after the war, not
through military action but through brand sponsored consumption. You cannot tell a lifelong Coca-Cola
drinker that a cheaper brand of cola is the same as their chosen brand, even if they cannot tell the
difference between the two without being told so, or cannot pick their brand as proven in blind taste tests.
They cannot see past the brand, past the group they are a part of. It is human nature that we all want to be
right and just, and if we only listen to those who agree with us we can create a pseudo reality where our
logic is always flawless.
There has been debate in the advertising ever since the mid-1920s about the rationality, or
irrationality, of the consumer. It remains unclear whether or not the majority of consumers are rational or
irrational beings, and that is something that is unlikely to change. What seems an irrational act to some
might be a rational act to another. Vance Packard described the irrationality of human beings and how
advertising agencies break down our behaviors to see how to best exploit them in his groundbreaking
1957 book, The Hidden Persuaders. It is worth noting that Vance Packard was ardently anti-consumer
culture and blamed the capitalist system of government for the culture based on consumption that
emerged in the postwar society. Packard presents a great example of the irrationality of the consumer in
the way in which people brush his or her teeth. He reported that if you ask the common person what is the
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function of brushing his or her teeth, almost all of them would tell you that is it clean away old food
particles. However, Packard noted that studies showed that most people only brush their teeth first thing
in the morning as a daily ritual and simply wanted to give their mouth a “thorough purging to get rid of
the bad taste that had accumulated overnight.” Thus, advertisers changed the way they marketed their
toothpaste to focus more on the clean mouth and clean breath aspect of brushing as opposed to the actual
purpose of brushing your teeth, which is to clean old food particles off of your teeth.77 If the consumer
was rational then we would brush our teeth after every meal because we know that food is wedged
between our teeth. However, the average consumer is irrational and brushes their teeth once every day,
waiting for the food to essentially rot in their mouths every night before they brush in the morning to get
that “clean mouth feeling.” The debate over the rational and irrational consumer has no definitive right or
wrong party, but it can be said that most, but certainly not all, in the field of advertising and public
relations assume the majority of consumers act irrationally. The dominance of the advertising strategy of
selling to the irrational consumer mirrors that belief. However, there are those who maintain that the
consumer is a rational being like the genius adman David Ogilvy, who famously stated in 1955, “The
customer is not a moron. She’s your wife”, which was later published in his 1964 classic Confessions of
an Advertising Man.78
Is consumerism democratic? We have certainly been spoon-fed that idea in the United States over
and over throughout the years, especially after the two World Wars, but even dating to the late 19th
century, notably with Richard Warren Sear’s beloved catalog. This is a complicated question to answer
for several reasons. Consumerism brings us choices, and there is nothing more democratic than the ability
to choose what you want. Walk into a grocery store anywhere in the United States and look at all of the
different brand-named options we have for things like peanut butter, toilet paper, candy bars and pretty
much any other product you can think of. It is nice to have a choice, or at the very least the illusion of a
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choice. On the other hand, do we really have a choice? Is it democratic for others to make decisions for
you and to tell you what to believe or what you should do? Bernays and those like him certainly think it is
the responsibility of the elite to do so in order to preserve a democratic society, while critics like Vance
Packard see these professional manipulators as the greatest threat to our democratic society.
No matter which side of the argument you might fall on, consumerism in the United States has
become just as important as patriotism or democracy. Perhaps this is because we have been influenced to
believe that these things are one in the same. Consumerism, as historian Gary Cross argued, has been the
most powerful “ism” in the United States in the years following the Second World War.79 Others, like
apologist James B. Twitchell, argue that consumerism now plays the same role that religion used to play
in the United States.
The best approach to understanding advertising is to realize that, like religion, it is an
organizing system of meaning for surpluses. Both sell peace of mind either in this world
or in the next. In both cases, the system appears to be coming from the top down, from
the priests to the parishioners, from the producers to the consumers. In truth, however, it
works just as well the other way around. To a considerable degree that
parishioners/consumers set the agenda and the priests/producers are forever scurrying
around attempting to predict where demand will next appear.80
The comparison between religion and consumerism is a bit provocative but also a very fitting.
Are we influenced to believe in a religion or do we choose that religion? These are questions of human
nature. The preacher and the adman are not so different after all, as we have discussed previously when
analyzing Bruce Barton’s views of Jesus as a businessman. They both sell you the idea of a better you
through their practices, and the idea that the more you commit your life to the church/brand the better
your life will become.
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Americans have always loved to consume. Historians like Lizabeth Cohen have stated that the
history of consumerism in the United States can be traced all the way back to European colonization of
the New World.81 However, it is important to note that the more modern form of consumerism that we
know today was firmly in place in the years before the Great Depression, then put on hold only to reemerge in the years following the Second World War. While it was unpatriotic to consume during the
war, it was certainly seen as patriotic to consume after the war. American citizens who had lived through
the Great Depression and the war held onto the hope that the years after the war would usher in an age of
prosperity. Even though they could not purchase an abundance of items during the war because of
rationing, Americans saved their money to purchase them when the conflict was over. According to
historian Gary Cross, “The federal budget rose from about $9 billion in 1939 to $100 billion by 1945,
elevating the GNP from $91 to $166 billion. Naturally, much of this money made its way back into the
private sector. Home-front workers found their wallets and purses full, many for the first time in a
decade.”82
Having come out of the Great Depression and the Second World War, United States citizens were
ready and willing to buy into the ideas being sold to them by the consumer culture. When you have grown
used to having very little and you are finally given to opportunity to have an abundance, people jump at
the chance. This is the reason why about seventy percent of lottery winners generally lose their money so
quickly after a win, according to the National Endowment for Financial Education.83 They are anxious
and eager to spend, spend, and spend because at no point in their lives before have they had the
opportunity to do so. It is the same concept for those American citizens who lived through the 1930s and
1940s. The patriotic citizens who had been urged to “save today (preferably through war bonds) so that
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they might become purchaser consumers of tomorrow,” were now in a position to advance their own
social standing through the acquisition of stuff.84
No one is quite sure of the effectiveness of advertising, but we can be assured that the advertisers
certainly see it as effective in shaping public opinion. As Arthur Asa Berger puts it:
If we believe what advertising agencies (and the companies they make advertisements
and commercials for) tell us, we have to conclude that advertising works in strange and
mysterious ways and that although nobody is sure precisely how it works, it does have an
impact-though its power to shape any given individual’s behavior is (or seems to be)
really quite minimal.85
It is unclear to what extent that these campaigns to persuade the public of a common duty or need truly
are, but it cannot be said that they do not hold a position of importance in shaping the thoughts of
consumers and citizens. Take a look through a collection of wartime advertisements and you will find
little difference between the ads and the wartime propaganda produced by the government. The goals of
the ads and the goals of the government propaganda were essentially the same, with the exception that the
ads also attempted to sell a product alongside their message of sacrifice and patriotism.
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CHAPTER 12
ADVERTISING POSTWAR PROSPERITY: ADVERTISEMENTS FOCUSED ON THE FUTURE
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Figure 5.1
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There’s a Ford in your future!” is the opening line of this Ford advertisement in 1945. The
purpose of this ad is not to sell the American public war bonds or to help foster hatred for the enemy, but
instead it focuses on the beautiful postwar world of tomorrow. This advertisement even incorporates the
crystal ball, implying that the future has great things instore for the audience of the advertisement in the
years after the war. It is not irregular for advertisements produced in the last year of the war to be more
optimistic than the advertisements produced in the more tumultuous years at the beginning of the war.
Ford would have been producing for the armed forces during the Second World War but they promise in
this ad that, “We’re going to start production plans as soon as we receive the necessary ‘go ahead.’
Meanwhile, the full Ford resources will continue to be engaged in helping to speed the Victory.”
This Ford ad promised that the Ford of tomorrow will be “Big and roomy-youthful in action and
in styling. Rich looking inside and out.” The description of the car is almost like they are describing a
luxurious home, but at least they are not describing the vehicle in a sexual way like Dichter was so fond
of doing. The advertisement has a different tone than those produced in 1942 or 1943. It is far more
optimistic, and it implies that the time for sacrifice is nearly at its end and the time for enjoying oneself is
right around the corner. The image of the happy son and father on a fishing trip in the mountains further
illustrates how much grander life will be when the war finally comes to a close and Ford can start
producing vehicles again for consumers. This idea of the beautiful postwar society can be seen in almost
all advertisements at the close of the Second World War, but more so in vehicle production than anything
else.86
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Some brands, like Cadillac, depicted their product in ads that displayed how the innovations of
war had improved their products and how their products were essential to victory. The ad shows a giant
tank with the name “Cadillac” in large letters and the Cadillac logo next to it. This 1945 ad titled
“Preview of Cadillac Power” shows how Cadillac technology is being used in tanks during the war. “If
you were to watch the new M-24 wide tread tank in action…you would surely conclude that is had some
specially designed heavy-duty motive power. But like its predecessors-the M-5 light tank and the M-8
Howitzer Motor Carriage- this new Cadillac-built weapon is powered by two Cadillac V-type engines,
driving through Cadillac Hydra-Matic transmissions.” The inevitable victory of Cadillac power is
symbolized by the German helmet and grenades that the tank is rushing over as it crushes through barbed
wire German defenses. The famous Cadillac logo, with its shield and crown, is sustained above the tank
in an almost religious sense, seemingly bearing holy halos. Certainly, no enemy could withstand its
might! Nevertheless, these new innovations were not so new after all. According to the ad, “These are the
same famous engines and transmissions that piled up millions of miles of service in passenger cars” long
before the Second World War.
Not only does the ad boast of its success in aiding the war effort, but it also proclaims that the war
was vastly improved the product. “They (engines and transmissions) have been vastly improved as a
result of their hard usage on the battlefield…We feel sure they will prove a revelation when peace
returns.” In this ad, the was is seen as almost a positive thing, something that brought about innovations
that will improve the lives of all. Cadillac advertised that their product helped the war and the war helped
them to create a better product. At the bottom right corner, Cadillac includes a message about backing the
attack and encourages the viewer to purchase war bonds. Cadillac is selling the superiority of their
product, their contributions to technology and to the war effort, and the continued purchasing of war
bonds.87
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When thinking of the prosperous postwar society and reflecting on the things that were being
rationed during the war, I think few would have Wilson athletic supplies come to mind. However, as
Wilson points out in this 1945 ad, “Wilson equipment is needed to serve our boys in training camps, rest
areas, convalescent hospitals and rehabilitation centers, so there is little available for civilians these days.
But when the war is over, you’ll find plenty of new Wilson equipment.” In a society based on acquiring
happiness through the acquisition of consumer goods, it is hard to imagine a time when new tennis
rackets and tennis balls were rationed and only available for those in the military.
This Wilson ad, much like the previously examined Cadillac ad, highlights how their products is
helping the war effort and how the war has improved their product. “You’ll enjoy many innovations
created by the Wilson staff during the war years,” lets the viewer know that Wilson has not been sitting
around complacently during the war and has been creating new and innovative products. It also implies it
is a product of the future by its headline “Young America is for…Wilson.” The young are the generations
of the future, and if American youth support Wilson then Wilson is the brand of the future. The image in
the ad does not show a military scene and does not promote war bonds, but instead shows a modern tennis
racket and tennis ball with a young man playing, oddly enough, tennis by himself. Both the racket, court,
and sky are all red like the Wilson logo on the racket. Wilson remains a powerhouse in tennis equipment
to this day, and it appears that it may well have been the tennis equipment of the future after all.88
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The ads that emphasized the beautiful postwar world of tomorrow were those created by brands
selling technological innovations that had not been readily available before the Second World War. The
title of this ad produced by Westinghouse Air Conditioning in 1944 is “Tomorrow’s Full-Time Operating
Rooms are on Architects Drawing Boards Today.” The innovation of air conditioning, as described in this
ad, had been extremely helpful in wartime hospitals to allow the surgeons and assistants to do their jobs
no matter the condition. Before air conditioning, “Surgeons and assistants can perform effectively only
when temperatures and humidity are right,” but now with Westinghouse’s product “any hour of any day
of the year is the right time.” In 1944, while rationing and wartime industries were still in full swing, the
air conditioner was only used in wartime “factories, hospitals, airports, military bases, etc.”
However, with the war coming to a close, “Executives, architects, and engineers now planning
postwar building and modernizing, dependable data and competent application engineering assistance are
ready.” The ad encourages the reader to phone or mail a letter to their nearest Westinghouse office for
more information. What was once a product only for plants and hospitals would now be available in the
homes of the post-war citizen, that is if they could afford such luxuries. Westinghouse showed their
contribution to the war effort by their product being used in wartime industry, and Westinghouse is now
marketing that product to the American citizen when the war is over. This ad does not push war bonds or
use patriotic imagery, but instead focuses on the product being sold and its uses during and after the
war.89
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“Stamp by Stamp and Bond by Bond—the Smiths are building for the future.” As we have seen, many
businesses in the Second World War sold their products by connecting them to a prosperous world of
tomorrow. In this ad the Smiths are, quite literally, building their home with stamps and bonds. The whole
family is involved in the process from the kids to the grandparents, symbolizing familial unity. The ad
states that “After Victory, your Bond purchases can be used as part payment on the kind of home you
have always wanted…with everything in it that makes a real home. Act today-buy Bonds and save-your
nation and your future both depend on it.” This General Electric ad does a good job of advertising their
products along with the war effort, even though this ad contains no images or descriptions of their
products. It is implied in the ad that a “real home” is furnished with GE products, because why else would
they state what made a real home?
People who had endured the intense poverty of the Great Depression and the restrictive practices of total
war rationing would surely have wanted a new home filled with new products, and this ad plays on those
feelings and promises that after the war things will be better. The Smiths will be able to enjoy all of the
warmth and comforts of a modern home, but only if they buy more bonds and stamps and only if they fill
their home with wonderful GE products. The ad pushes the idea that “After Victory-The Home You Have
Always Wanted.” This General Electric ad sells the idea that life will be wonderful when the Second
World War comes to a close, and the sooner victory is achieved the sooner people can start living in the
futuristic world of tomorrow.90
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CONCLUSION

The Second World War on the U.S. home front was a unique experience from that of other
countries participating in the conflict. The advertisements themselves, for a short period of time, became
propaganda. Nearly every company was looking to connect their brand to the war effort in the hopes that
a United States victory would usher in a utopian era of advancement and wealth. Companies achieved this
in many different ways, as has been discussed in previous pages. The extent to which advertisers and
propagandists have the ability of to influence the masses remains unclear, however it should be clear that
businessmen and governments across the world would not invest time and money into something that did
not produce results. The wartime advertisements not only persuaded Americans to support the war, to
ration, to demonize the enemy, or to plant victory gardens, but it also encouraged them to spend their
money on certain brands when the prosperous postwar period war was finally before them. When the war
was finally over, American morale was at an all-time high and Americans had wallets and pocketbooks
full of money that they were ready to spend. What was a loss for economic restraint and the rational
consumer was a victory for the propagandists, for the adman, for United States business, and for the
society consumed by consumption.
In America, we love democracy so much that we want democracy in all aspects of our lives. The
large availability of goods available for purchase was the hallmark of American consumerism, the
consumer could “vote” for the product they wanted amidst a multitude of other products. The consumer
has a choice (or at the very least an illusion of choice) and the American consumer was grateful for it.
After the Second World War, as historian David Shi notes:
Native and foreign observers alike marveled at the democratization of goods and services
generates by America’s prolific industrial plant…Such widespread plentitude was
understandably a source of great national pride, especially in the midst of the Cold War.
Life magazine gleefully reported shoppers filling a $5 million grocery store, picking from
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thousands of items on the high-piled shelves until their carts became cornucopias filled
with abundance that no other country in the world had ever known.91
So, was American consumerism really so bad? It was a great sense of national pride. In the postwar
world, Americans enjoyed a high standard of living—arguably the highest the world had ever seen—and
it distinguished the United States from the frigid and deprived Soviets during the tumultuous years that
came to be called the Cold War. The Great Depression, the Second World War, and the Cold War that
followed were a perfect powder keg for the rise of the modern era of American consumption. The Second
World War pulled the United States out of the Great Depression, but it also opened the door for
professional manipulators and corporate America to gain federal support and solidify a foothold for their
profession in the postwar years. Admen were able to persuade the masses that consumption was patriotic
and that the brands they sold supported the American way of life. In the hysteria of the Cold War, this
unlikely connection between patriotism and consumption was more alive and well than ever. It was a
perfect storm for paving the ideology of consumerism into the roadwork of democracy.
For better or for worse, the United States was transformed after the Second World War into a
society that was almost completely dominated by consumer culture. Americans lost the ability to make
distinctions between wants and needs, and rather than distrusting big business and advertisers the
American public now saw big business as essential to preserving democracy in the postwar years. This at
least partially because the American public had been fed the idea for half a decade during the Second
World War. The advertisements of the Second World War provide a glimpse into the unique situation
surrounding the United States that allowed for the professional advertisers to convince the American
public that only by supporting big business could the “American Dream” be achieved. It can be argued
that the American Dream has never had anything to do with being a member of a group, but rather it is
more to do with the accomplishments of the individual.
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As author and professor of marketing James A. Roberts points out in his book, Shiny Objects:
Why We Spend Money We Don’t Have in Search of Happiness We Can’t Buy, the American Dream has
become diluted into something that must be bought. “Freedom and opportunity have always undergirded
the American Dream- but the freedom to do what? Postwar Americans had a simple answer to that
question: the freedom and opportunity to buy what they wanted, not what they needed- in other words, to
become the world’s überconsumers.”92 Was being convinced to buy products we did not need by
nameless, faceless admen really the American Dream that so many fought for? The American Dream
should apply to all people, not simply the ones with enough money to play the game of consumerism. The
American Dream cannot be simply to purchase what we want when we want it, because that dream would
then only apply to the most affluent in American society.
In the United States, Americans loved consumer culture so much that they allowed the mentality
of consumption to spill over into other aspects of their lives. When the government, advertisers, and
public relations experts began to work together in the Second World War it showed the possibilities of
advertising and PR could play in persuading the public of things outside of war or business. One of the
most troubling homes that PR found was in the realm of politics. Public Relations—that is, the
convincing of a group of people to be a certain way by a leader—has always been present within politics.
That is indisputable. However, politicians and political parties now hire professional manipulators to
manage their campaigns as well as their reputations.93 I am not saying that politicians were ever honest,
but it certainly did not help the situation when those who spin truth for a living stepped into the political
arena. In some ways, we are electing the idea sold to us about a politician as opposed to who the politician
really is. Anyone whose pockets are deep enough could hire a team of PR experts to clean up their image,
no matter how foul they may be. We are aware that the information we are receiving has been spun until
the truth is hardly recognizable and we accept it as an unavoidable reality.
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Can’t Buy (New York, NY: Harper One, 2011), 46.
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We allowed advertising to penetrate and influence the very health of our nation, even beyond fast
food and sugary breakfast cereals being marketed to children. “Happy meals” from McDonald’s are
probably the last thing a young child needs. They market the meal to children by offering them a toy with
their artery clogging food, and unsurprisingly it is a favorite of children in the United States. Obesity and
the health risks associated with it continue to plague American youth while brands like McDonald’s
continue to market happy meals with a toy to children, ironically making it one of the saddest possible
meals for a child. Sugary cereals are probably the last thing a child should be eating for breakfast, but
advertisers place cartoon characters on cereal boxes and buy ad space on children’s TV networks to
market their product to children. Advertisers shamelessly market their product in almost any way they
please, no matter how harmful it might be to people.
Perhaps the most wretched impact of our consumer-based society is the advertising of
prescription drugs in this country. Of all the countries in the world, the United States and New Zealand
are the only countries were advertisers are permitted to market prescription drugs directly to the
consumer. Does that not strike Americans as odd that we are the only large nation that supports this kind
of advertising? Is it not a red flag that advertising should be more closely regulated? The advertisements
of the Second World War alone prove the power and effectiveness of advertising. Advertising has had a
terrible impact on healthcare in this country but has had a positive economic impact for big
pharmaceutical companies. According to an article produced by Harvard Medical School, “The ad blitz of
expensive brand-name drugs is often cited as a factor for rising health care costs. Prescription drugs
accounted for nearly 17% of total health care spending in 2015, up from about 7% in the 1990s before the
revised FDA guidelines went into effect.” The primary goal of the pharmaceutical companies is not to
help the sick, but to sell a product. "The information is designed to tell you what it is for and why you
need it—but not if you need it," says Dr. Sarpatwari.94 Medications are supposed to be for healing

“Do not get sold on drug advertising.” Harvard Men’s Health Watch, Harvard Health Newsletters.
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peoples’ illnesses, but they are made and marketed by people who only care about getting maximum
earnings from their product. Meanwhile prescription pill abuse and deaths related to prescription pills are
at an all-time high in the United States and, not so surprisingly, so is the amount of money pharmaceutical
companies are putting into advertising. This kind of money grubbing in the medical field does not stop
there. There are immunotherapies available for cancer treatment that are less harmful to the body and
more effective in combating the disease than chemotherapy, but since chemotherapy is much more
expensive insurance companies force the patient to undergo a certain number of rounds of chemotherapy
before immunotherapy can be made available. This type of business approach of advertising and
accumulating profits does not belong in the medical field. Business do not care if people suffer as long as
they are making a profit, and that is what happened when we applied principles of capitalism and
consumption to aspects of our lives in which it did not belong.
Our acceptance of the necessity of advertising and support of big business was solidified in
during the Second World War, when companies connected their brand with patriotism through the
exploits of professional manipulators. The Cold War only strengthened the belief that big business and
brand products were essential to democracy and freedom. Now we are left with so many negative
consequences of consumer capitalism that destroys individuality, strips us of the difference between
wants and needs, and that sees nothing morally wrong with Americans dying if it means making a quick
buck.
The Second World War was a turning point for the United States. Government, business,
advertisers and PR experts all worked together out of necessity to help win the war over the Axis Powers
and preserve freedom and democracy in the United States and abroad. However, it opened the door for
professional manipulators to cement their professions in the United States. The print advertising
campaigns that were discussed in this paper highlight how those in PR and advertising were able to use
the war to connect brand names with patriotism and show their effectiveness in mobilizing the masses.
The solidification of the fields of advertising and public relations led to a boom in United States big
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business in the post-war years and was bolstered by the call for capitalistic consumption that came out of
the Cold War. The United States emerged from the conflict with more wealth, more available consumer
goods, and a higher standard of living. For all that we gained, we lost something even more important: the
truth. In a society based on nothing but gaining profits from spinning the truth, there is always a reason
for producers to mislead consumers. That ideology of business leaked over into other aspects of our lives,
like politics and healthcare, to the detriment of the American people. It was American big business and
professional manipulators, not the United States government, who emerged as the clear victors of the
Second World War.
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